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Friday, April 4, 1980

Spring
is back
.

.

Signs of spring are everywhere at UCF. Freshman Kathy Snelgrove
found L~ke Claire a refreshing background during spring break. the
dock will provide a pleasant way to relax during the hus~ · spring
schedule that most . fudcnts hegan during this \\'(•ek. It ma~ · he the last

-

Brian LaPeter/Future

chance students have to enjoy solitude on that d9ck since Lake Claire
wiH be undcgoing many changes in the future as construction imprdvcment will begin.
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NewsfI-~nts

Answers given to students
.who have taken the GRE
\"

''

'·

UCF to hold science session
for grade school teachers

Teachers of fourth through eighth grade who'd like to learn how to use science
in their classrooms are'invited to apply for a 4-week, tuition free summer program
at UCF, to find out how.
The National Science·Foundation-funded program begins June 30. Six quarter
.-:Nearly 40,000 students throughout the world who took the Graduate Record
.
Examinations Aptitude Test on Jan. 12 can now obtain a copy of the questions hours of credit will be awarded.
The month-long session, which is aimed at teachers with little or no background
used in that test and a list of the correct answers.
Although sample tests have been available for many years, this is the first time in the physical sciences, is the ninth teacher training program at UCF since 1970
that the questions and answers of the GRE have been disclosed immediately and will be funded through the Physics Departmentt according to Dr. Jack Brennan,,program director.
following a national test administration. .
.
"Our summer program is designed to assist and encourage teachers to utilize
The Graduate Record Examinations Board, which sponsors the test, released a
40-page booklet containing the questions that were counted toward the actual laboratory activities in science in their home classrooms," Brennan explained.
scores, a list of correct answers, instruction for obtaining "raw" scores an~ a table "Participants will learn how science activities can be integrated into reading,
for finding scaled scores reported for the Mar. 15 test. The booklet also includes a · language arts, social sciences and mathematics."
description of the test and explanations of the kinds of questions asked.
Teachers who attend wiil receive a book aliowance, be reimbursed for mileage,
To date, less than· 250 individuals from across the nation have ordered the and will be eligible for up to 80 percent of their living expenses over the four weeks
material. Order forms· for the booklet and answer sheef were mailed to all test- if they Jive too far from UCF to commute.
·
.
Applications for the summer program should be returned to UCF by April 15.
takers with their scores in early February.
The booklet costs $2 per copy ($3 .75 if sent to addresses in countries other than Interested teachers are asked to contact the UCF Department of Physics, (305)
the United States, Puerto Rico, c~nada or Mexico). For $3 .50, examinees in the 275-2325, for further information.
United S~ates and Puerto Rico can also obtain a photocopy of their answer sheet.
Complimentary copies of the test booklets are being distributed this week to
graduate school deans and department heads.
The release of test questions and answers sheets meets the requirements of the
New York State Admissions Testing Law of I 979, which went into effect Jan. I .
A booklet containing the questions and answers used in the Apri l 26 and April
28 GRE administration will be available to a.nyone after July I .

Palmer to be main dish
tor annual Roast & Toast

Survey of UCF gra.duates
shows job and salary jump
Graduates of UCF have a firm hold on the j.ob market, according to a justreleased survey by the univer~ity's career planning and placement center.
The annual survey, which this year covers those persons who were awarded bachelor's or master's-degrees from UCF between August I978 and June 1.979, indicates that 91 .5 percent are employed or attending graduate schools.
The average salary of those surveyed with bachelor's degrees is $I 2,423, those
wit~ master;s degrees av~raged $15,39 I.
James W. Gracey, director of the center, noted that the unemployment rate stood
at 22.5 percent in 1975-76; IO . I percent in I976-77, and IO percent in last year's
survey.
.
Overall, salaries show a IO percent jump over last year, said Gracey. The
1,000 persons who returned the survey questionnaires reported salaries comparable to the national average over the same period, he noted . ·
"IndJ~ations point to an even bigger year for graduates in 1980," Gracey added.

Golfer Arnold Palmer is scheduled as the guest at a celebrity Roast & Toast in
Orlando Sept. 6, 1980.
The Roast & Toast is an annual event created by the Orlando Area Chapter of
the Florida Public Relations Association. Previous roasts have raised more than
$35,000 for scholarships and research at UCF.
Walt Disney World's Contemporary Hotel will be the site for the' Palmer roast.
Tickets go on sale in early May. Founding sponsor tickets are $250 and include
two tickets for VIP seating, a private cocktail party with Palmer and a special
memento of the evening. Patron sponsor tickets (general admiss.ion) are $50 per
person and include dinner, entertainment and cocktails. All seats must be reserved.
.
Proceeds will be used to create continuing Arnold Palmer/FPRA scholarships for
academic excellence in the UCF Communication Department.

Library announces special weekend hours
The University Library will be closed on Easter Sunday, April 6, 1°980. All
other hours will remain the same.

The first step to success is a good education; no one disputes that. But the second step may very well be to
put it into practice where it counts. In the Marine Corps, we turn future leaders into officers. We offer you
the Platoon Leaders Class Program with an Aviation option. There is no interruption of your academic
career.
For sophomores, Platoon Leaders Class consists of two six-week training sessions at Marine Corps Base,
Quantico, Virginia. For juniors, it's one ten-week session. All training takes placed during the summer monmonths, and you'll be well paid for your time. Upon college graduation, the·PLC receives his commission as
a Second Lieutenant and then goes to the Basic School, also locatged at Quantico; for five months.
After the basic school, the future Marine Aviator reports to Pensacola, Florida where he begins training for
· his designation as a Marine pilot or flight officer. The acceptance of challenge and responsibility is the mark
of a leader. If you would like to cons·der these possibilities-discuss the program with Captain Yencha of
the Marine Officer Selection Team. J-I/11 be ori campus April 7, 8, and 9 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 3
p.m. Take time to consider your options for the future; take time to check out the Marine Corps.

/
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UCF to go ~o four-day week for summer
see

by Deanna Gugel
edltor.fn.cNef

The Board of Regents at its April 4 meeting approved a plan for UCF to go to a
four-day week during the summer. They also okayed a $25 dollar foctease in
student housing rates beginning in June.
UCF President Trevor Colbourn asked the BOR to approve the pilot plan as part
of any energy-saving program at UCF. UCF ~iU begin their four:day weeks .June
20 and end the testing program Aug
28. During that period, UCF will operate
on a I 0-hour workday from 7 a.m . to 6 p.m . Monday thr9ugh Thursday.
The library, computer services, physical plant, health services and campus
police would continue to remain open at least part-time during the three-day
weekend.
·
A memora_ndum submitted to the BOR by UCF officials says the plan would
save th~ university approximately 135,900 gallons of gasoline from students and
workers who would travel to the university during the summer quarte r. The
req uest also states that the four-da y work week would save UCF 10 percent of the ir
electrici ty and natural ·gas costs during that pe riod.

Colbourn, elections
highlight senate meeting
by Diane Tayl_or
associate editor

UCF Presi_dent Trevor Colbourn made a g uest appearance at the first Student
Senate meeting of spr ing qua rter Tuesday .
Colbourn discussed UCF reo rganization of the Colleges of. Social Sciences,
Natural Sciences and Humanities and Fine Arts into one College of Arts and
Sciences. He also has referred to structure problems that prompted the consol ida ti on.
"The notion. of consolidation stems from three major factors: the need to bring
departments with common purposes close together, the need to mak e better use or ·
resources, and the need to merge with stronger undergraduate programs than we
now have," said Colbourn.
After Colbourn's discussion, Student Body' President Armando Paya.s presented
the final dental aid evaluation to the senate. A bill was later passed alloting
$2,000 to purchase a teeth-cleaning machine (Hygien ist Uni-Chair).
~
A resolution congratulat ing the men's basketball team was then approved by the
senate.
Also passed was a bill to place a constitutional amendmen t referendum on the
. April electio n ballot concerning student body president legisl ation approval.
Another amendment to discuss senate size was voted down.
UCF .student G~eg Kimbrie l was appointed elections commissioner by Pa ya_s.
According to election stat~tes, the League of Women Voters from a nearby county
(O range, Seminole, etc.) was to select an internal candidate as commissioner, but
. they "d id not want' the responsibility," said President Pro tern of the · Senate
Michelle Tharp.
.
Elections for president and vice president of the student body will be held April
22 and 23. The deadline for -filing candidacy is today at 4 p.m .
Thus far, James Blount, George Chandler and Bob Turner have fi led for
presidential canditlacy . Running for vice president are Dave Lenox and Marcos
Marchena.
Jn other senate action, Dena Kol larik, Emillie French an\! Pete Morlock resigned
from the senate. Marv Thomas and Doug White graduated and Kim Faires was
appointed to the senate from the College of Social sc iences.

Stuclmts living in the dormitories during the summer quarter will
an increase
in their costs rather than a savings, however. Students who live in double rooms
will p_a y 1 225 per quarter for ~heir rooms instead of the *200 fee they have paid
for the past five years. Students who want to live in a single room will pay $245,
rather th:rn thP. $225 they have paid.
"This would be the first increase in housing rates at UCF since 1975 and is a .
result of increased costs of utilities, salary increases for full-tim.e employees, and
the need to upgrade cuhent maintenance pr()grams," according to the university's
request which was submitted to the BOR.
"Preventive maintenance programs and facility upgrading projects currently
under way iri residence halls include much needed repairs of bathroom facilities,
Improved lighting in individual suites, repair and replacement of ·room fan
motors, replacement of door locks and repair of room furnishings," it said.
Phone facilities, which have been paid as part of student housing fees for the past
five years, will no longer be included in the cost of student housing. Fifteen
dollars of the students' housing fees have been allocated to phone costs in the past.
Students will still b e able to obtain phone services in their rooms-, but they would
be added to the cost of the new dorm rates.

.x .
-
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S.tlidents ·to be hit hard
by food, gas price hike
by Kathleen Foronda
staffwrtter

Americans w ill feel a mild recession, but there wiffbe a steadv rise of the already
18 .percent rate of inflation for at least the next four or fiv e yea~.s, according to tw~
UCF economic professors.
·
Doctors Wa lter J. K lages and James A. Xander said the local recess ion may be
due to Florida's poorly diversified economy. F lorid a greatly depends on its tour ist
income and agricultural gains and there is littl e involvement with manufacturing,
the professors said .
"But," said Klages, "it is not conclusive evidence that tourism is the main cause
o~ the recession."
·
K lages predicts that recovery from the recess ion will sta rt in the third .quarter of
1980.
·
THOUGH TH£RE is · a tremendous national decline in . the housing industry,
Xander says the Central F lorid a area problems with high mortgage interest rates
wi ll be short-l ived because of the growing population and soon-to-be greater
demands.,
Both professors agree that UCF students will n1eet the ir largest problems with
transportation, since the universitv is a commuter school. Another problem will

Payas.' term reflects personality and progreSS

10

by Diane Taylor
associate editor

"AbsolutC- devotion to Student Covrrnment'' has bern thr
kC'v to Armando Pavas' succrss as UCF studrnl bod\'
pr~sic!C'nt, m·corctiing his Exrcutive Ad visC' r Ron Ja ku bi si n:
Nraring thr encl of his presiclrntial lC'rm, Pavas said, "It
has brrn a ver~ good yea r. E erything wr'vr \l\;;rntrd to do.
we have.':
Pa\as. a senior cloublr majoring in political science and
English litrralt11T, statC'cl that whC'n lw ran for oHicl' lw niade
no campaign promise-;, but inst·C'ad outlined probl('ms lw and
his staff want<'d lo correct.
"We, and I s<1\ W(' because this ha.snot bePn a OIH'-man ('ffort b, am l11<'<;11s. wanted to suc<'ssfulh .iddress the major
cmwc';·ns of lh<' students and imprm C' the' imagr and inl<'gr.it~·
of St~tdC'nl CovNrn1wnt. I think W(''ve dotw both," he said.
"Parking was always a big 1frohlC'm , and \\'('' <' passed
legislation ln build a new park'ing lot. and tric>d l~l improve tlw
condition of the temp~>ra ry lots," pa~ as .stated. "It hasn't
completcl> soh-rd the probl«m, hut it's a strp in thr right
di red ion ."
"WE'VE ALSO tack!C'd the crnH:c' rt isssut'.
Studen t
Governw nt provided two qualil>' conce1-ts for stu dents, frt'C'
of charge, and i.s working on one fc»r spring quarl<'r," Payas
said. "Our staff has laid tlw groundwork for future conc:Nts
a I.so."
Among olhN projrcts, Pa~· as has brrn instrunwntal in attaining funds for thl' d rvC' lopmcnt of Lake C lair<' and outdoor study ar<'a construction, l'xpan.sion of the Dental Aid
program, upgrading the l<'gal aicl st'rvice, and enlarging thl'
Chi ld Ca rl' Ccntc•r.
Pavas has rrcrntlv finished an acad<.'mic: advisement
prop~lsal for the statr -that is now lwing reviPwrd by thC' St<itc'
Cn11 n <'i l nf St11dC'111 Hnrh p .. ,.., ;,J,.n~" - of which he is C'hair-

tc;

... Payas
"It has beeri a very good year.
Everything we've wanted to do,
we have. This has not been a
one-man effort by any means."

i n.p•gell

man.
''Hopefull y, wr can subst<Jntially improve the program,
becausr 1 do think it is a major conce rn of students," Pavas
added.
·
·
ALTHOUGH HE has accomplished a ll that hC' originally
set out to do, Pavas still has a few irons in the fire.
"Wr're in tl1c.procrss of cl<.'vrloping a weightW'ting facility
for the entire' uni\C•rsih communih-," hr s<.tid. "It should be
1-c'ad> h, l uh."
.
.
"We'tT also working tow~lr.d passage' of a l'orgi _eness
1mlic~· this quartl'r . l can't promis<.' anything lJllt I'll do tlw
IH:st l can lo gl't ii passed beC'aus<.' I think it's a huge injusti(·r
not to have a lorgiv<'1wss polic~· ," .said Payns.
"This last £1uarter is going to bo onp of rcfinPnwnt, one to
:r(' C'\<'I'> thing through," he said. "1 hope we l'an set up a
frnme\vork for the next administration."
PAYAS HAS nothing but prnis<' for his staff and c:nbinrt
nwm bers.
_
"H's the most hard-working and dedicated ·staff l'vr e r r
worked with, and the cabinet mc·mber are of rxcrptio ndl
qua lit~· ."

His co-wor kers rC'turnC'd hi s complim <:nts.
"The C'ntirc ,o;uccss of this administration, and it's lwcn
.Vl'r>' C'ffectivr , very mud1 cam<' from Armando's own pe rsonality--his honC'sty and sincerity," said Student Gove rnmrnt Comptro ll er Dave Lenox. "His term has been an extraordinary rC'versal of the usual p artisian politics that
charnctrrized past adm inist ra tions."
Echoing the statement, Jakubisin added that , "No one will
evN repea t thC' ca-lfber Of this vear's-Exec uti ve-B~anch or
it~ progressi vC'ness."
·
·
'
"It Armando was to be faulted," Jakubisin , ' it would
bC' that his heart was too big . he's d~ne so much."

Bulletin Board
Women's club
offers .a"ward
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The UCF Wom~h·~ Club is offer.i ng a
$500 scholarshi'p~lb. a non-traditional
student--a student ::i:,r eturning to ·the
classroom to corilplete his or her
education, which was either interrupted by other responsibilities or not
begun previously .
, Applicants must have a proven
academic record of high performance,
attend UCF for at ' least one quarter,
demonstrate financial need and carry
a full academic load. Applications and
more information are available at the
Student Financial Aid Office, ADMIN
120. The applciation deadline is April
4.

01-\ 'iEPtH

L..E'FT ME.

!

Tl-\& E.ASTE;~ B01'1~Y
Tt1£5E SWEL-L C.\-\OCOLATE

B~B'f R~TS !...

and be either a graduate <;>r an unFirst Amendment Awareness project.
dergraduate student. All applicants
Students
can
participate
by
must have lived in the dorms one year · preparing 20, 30 or 60 second publi"c
and provide two letters of recommenservice announcement television scripts
-· dation.
on the First Amendment to be presenThe UCF Women's ·,Club ~ill be
Deadline for applications is April 4. - ted at the SDX meeting, April 14 at 5
holding a book sale April 9 from 10
For more information, contact the
p.tn. in FA 205.
a.m.-2 p .m. on the Village Center
Housing Office.
Possible slogans for the PSA's are:
Green.
."The First Amendment--Not for JourAll kinds of books will be sold. for
nalists Only" and "Journalists-They
more information, call 365-3179.
are
There on Your Behalf." The PSA's
SG is also offering the Book Exare
designed to show how tne First
·
chang,e. for the spring quarter. The exAmendment affects all Ame_riqms·
The
UCF
Child
Care
Center
is
sponchange, located in VC ,. . , will last
rights.
soring a paper drive to raise funds to
through April 11.
purchase a 197 4 Mercedes bus for
For more information, c-all 275transportation of children for field
2191.
trips, picnics and other excursions.
The cen.t er is currently receiving
$2.25 for each 100 pounds of
newspapers donated. The price of the
Nomination forms for membership
bus is $3,000, and deadline for
in Omicron Delta Kappa National
payment is June 1, 1980.
' Head resident and resident adviser
Leadership Honor Sodety are now /
The newspaper drop-off point is
appli_s:ritions are now available in the
available in ADMIN 282 (Student Aflocated at the front of the Child Care
housin.g Office. Positions last for one
fairs) and at the Village Center Main
Center.
academic year and will commence in
Desk. ·_
the 1980 fall quarter.
Juniors, seniors and graduaL <hrlnls
Applicants for the head resident
who· have demonstrated leadership,
position must have a minimum grade
~.n university life and academically are
point average of 3.0 and be enrolled as
m
the upper 35 percent of their college
UCF communication students are
a graduate student during the
are
eligible to apply. Nomination
invited
to
take
part
in
the
Society
of
academic year. Resident adviser apforms must be returned by April 23.
plicants must have at least a 2.8 GPA
Proffesiona I
Jou ma lists-sponsored

Groups to hold
book exchanges

UCF now conducting
cheerleader·tryouts

Paper drive to aid
child care center

UCF is now conducting cheerleader
tryouts for the 1980-81 school year.
Any interested r:nale or femc;ile who
has been accepted as a full-time UCF
student is eligible.
Prior to tryouts, candidates must ~t
tend a general session on either April 7
or 8 at 3 p.m. in the lobby of the
Education Building. A required clinic
will be held each afternoon, April 718, from 3-5 p.m. ou~side the
Education multi-purpose room to
teach cheers,' ·stunts, chants and
routines to be used in the tryout
sessions.
Tryouts will be held April 23 at 3
p.m. in the gym.
Registration is bei!1g conducted by
Annie Broughton in the Office of the
Dean of Women.
The charge for
registration is $3. For more information. call RrouQ"hton at 275-2824.

ODK accepting
nomination forms

Applications available
for dorm advisers

Students sought
to write PSA 's

· marketplace

WATERBEDS
for sale

Sale·

Camera • Canon AT-1 w/FI. 4 lens, $220, Vivitar
200mm F3.5, $90, 275-2601. Ask for Brian.

$25.00

for rent

personal

Rooms-$35/wk-Female. fncluding utilities. wash &
dry, tele. Morning..& evening. 275-9814. 6 miles
to university.

63 Day.still the END OF THE YEAR PARTY !

GUITAR Goya 6 string accoustic. Excellent condition. 185. 671-4718. ·
i--------------,..---~ Wanted: roommate to share 3 bdrm, 2 bath house
4 miles from UCF. Mature, prefer non.smoker,
Piano for sale. Campbell & Kohler • $700. 273M/F. $150/mo, inc. utilities, laundry facilities. Call
4004, Rich. Very good condition.
275-3848, 275-2865. Marti.
AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE
Would ike to carpool to UCF for morning classes
Excellent condition, wooden dash, new paint, new from Deland · Call Richard (904) 734-2388 after
Female to share new 3 bdrm, 2 bath house $185 &
inspection, front radials, new motor, brakes, and . Up.m.
Y: util. Ph. 834-2028 after 6 p.m. Ask for Bill.
exhaust system, 74 transmission, completely
tuned up. $2195. Call 275-4563. Ask for Mi~e.
Need a roommate? Call David Lougee. 423-4909
or2847.
Sky-blue wt>man's 10-speed bicycle. Beautiful and
in excellent condition. $75. 275·2822 or 3396409.
LOST: On March 18 passporijn the name of Karimi Female to share apt. in Haystack near UCF.
Soodabeh. Please call 671-6965.
$92.50/mo & % util. 282-1265 after 6.
Camera • 2~ Mamiya C330, $260. Wide angle lens
for C330, $165. Strobonar flash $45. 298-7581.

carpool

King, Queen, Double, Single Sizes
20 Year Guarantee (39.95)

lost and found ·

·p -

-

-

-

•CLIPTHIS AD• -

-

-

-

LO'lillAD~~

-

I
II

· Fine Hair Styling for
Men &Women

I

Shampoo, Cui
and Style

II
I,.,

I

help wanted
Part-time: Earn $5.25/hour. Flexible hours 1 car
bonus. Call 6.71-5168. Between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.

•
services

Part-time nights min. wage Churchs Fried
Chicken. Ferncreek and Michigan.

Need a typist? The Future keeps a list of current
typists available to type your term papers, theses,
reports and resumes. Call 275-2865 for more information. ·

SUMMER JOB! Beginning in June, several people
1 Call (305) 647-6909 to! a~ appointment
I to help establish our route sales. Salary plus
.... _____ J commission. Call Fred Burnett at 834-9832.
GOOD THRU March
1,._.. _______

Accurate typing-1st class work. These ·reports,
resumes, etc. Paper provided. Reasonable rates.
Call Tracey. 645-1658 after 6.

I
I
I

$8.00

S17 S. Park Ave., Winter Park, Fla.

I
I

I

LADIES
If you are an attractive. uninhibited lady looking

Casablanca Clothing
C:ampany

~

1217 N. ORANGE AVE.
ORLANDO,

FL 32804

PHONE (305)

894-1936

for a job where you can make top money, work
your schedule, days, night or weekends, full or
part-time, apply in person at the Booby Trap,
2600 Lee Rd., Winter Park.
. TUTORS WANTED
$4.00 an hour
1. Must be currentij enrolled student or enrolled
the previous quarter.
2. Must have passed the course with a "b" grade
or better.
3. Must be a u:s. citizen.
4. If working OPS or work-study, must work fewer
than 20 hours a week.
Apply to Special Services, Student Affairs Room
282, Administration Building.

Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
provided. Call Ginney 273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30.
The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 years experience at UF, USF, and AS SECRETARY AND.
FREELANCE TYPIST. Interested in theses, dissertations term papers, 1st class work assured with
IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie,
647-4451, after 2.
Professional typing. 10 yrs exp. Term papers,
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 6716098.
Typing and Resume Service Term Paper-ThesesPersonal-Call 628-8370.

Typing/editing. Large or small jobs. Judy: 2752351 or677-1902.
MCAT·DAT Review Course. Take the course indi·
vidually in Atlanta in 3 to 5 days. P.O. Box 77034,
Atlanta, GA 30309. (404) 874-2454.
ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc. 725 N. Magnolia
Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or toll free 1(800) 432-8517.
·
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2233
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Calf for appointment-Counseling for men

BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
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Ministers see no morality changes for SO's
by Kathleen Foronda
staff writer

No wave of religious awareness in
the churches and synagogues will
overcome the moral decline of the
United States in the l 980's, said Rabbi
Rudolph Adler and the Rev. Hal Burke
of the UCF Campus Ministry. .
"As a nation, we will continue to see
a moral decline, but that also draws
out the search for God and reality,"
said Burke.

are always the victims many times ..
Three social problems Burke and
Adler said the Baptist and Jewish faiths
are greatly concerned with are abortion, care for the elderly and world
hunger.
"Most of the students I've dealt with
are strongly against abortion," said
Burke. Burke also noted the same reaction amongst the majority of the Baptist church.

pilgrimage." Burke remarked that the As a result, Adlrr contends the
"srarch" does not always relate to thr
Jrwish as well as Christian youth in
rhurch . TranscrndPntal Mf'ditation is
cult groups are "turned away from
~ne route people have chosen to antheir parents or established synagogue~
swer their needs, noted Burke.
and churches."
Adler said many young people in the
This "breaks down" the families,
Jewish
community
are
"antiand "when the family breaks down,
establ~shment" and are looking for inevNything breaks .down," said Adler.

"There is much concern about the
women who experience abortions,
what they go through spiritually and
mentally," said Burke.
·

"I don't think religion will be of
greater interest in the United States for
tlie 80's than it had during the 70's,"
said Adler.
.Burke said UCF students in the
Campus Ministry are now deepening
their concerns about their faith and
beliefs because of the various economic
and foreign crises the United States is
experiencing. "It has even drawn me
to a seriousness that I have lacked,"
said Burke.

'·
·;P f;~t'ic;;-i;·
t he.cu 1ts.

StUaents are turning to religion not
to escape from reality, but to seek it,
said Burke.
Burke contends that for the past
several rears, people have been concerned about their own "spiritual

111
I

I

"THE CULTS like the Moonies and
Hare Krishnas are a cop-out because
they (the advocates) are looking for
someone to think for them and solve
their prqblems," said Adler.

'
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ADLER SAID HE HOPES there will
be a strengthening of the family
relationships. Yet with the current
"selfish lifestyle of parents" who want
to, "do their own thing," Adler said
that divorce comes and the . children

up~Ort.; ,

·
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\ I II
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"Onlv the Orthodox branch, which
makes tip one-third of the synagogue, is
anti-abortion," said Adler. He said the
reform and conservative branches
believe in family planning.
Both ministers said the relationship
between denominations are good,
especially among those in the
Campus M inistry. "We have more
cooperation, but.we don't give up our
individuality," said Burke. . ·
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Barnett is the bank that .
wants your business for a lifetime.
.
:That's why we try to treat you better day by day.
Come ·visit us at our new Goldenrod office,
7605 Aloma Avenue, or at any of our offices
And, see how a bank 9perate5 when it
tre~lts all its customers like a half-million bucks.
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To the Brothers ol
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.Debaters to travel to national·tourney
by Carol Arnold

right to ·Comp<'tr at the national compc•tition.
"The fad that thev could forfeit a round and come back and win two rounds
was a tremendous thing," said Ragsdale.
''It had taken us several we<'ks to compile thr evidence," explainE•d Buchanan,
" But onc(' it's written, it is easy to go back and !'('writ<' it," hr said.
JUDGES AWARDED the two a national bid from the work they did in th('
preliminary rounds. The brirfc:ase was later found.
UCF's team out-debated teams fl,"om the UnivNsity of Florida, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Five teams ~merged as wini:iers:
Samford University, Wake Forest, North Carolina, Vanderbilt and UCF : all
rect'ived national bids.
·
· -'Tm really thr>illed these two sophomores defeated all kinds of seniors from the
southeast region," said Butler, flashing a proud smile.
,
"We have two teams going to nationals. It's easily the best we ve ever done. Hut
we only have enough funding to send one team," said Butler.

1taff writer

"I was really scared. Many people thought it was a bad decision , that it was the end tor us," said sophomore debater Mike Buchanan r('calling a trns(' mom('nt
·during district debate competition last week.
The decision, to forfeit a round in the midst of th(' tournament, camr aftrr the
team discovered they had lost a briefcase containing all their affirmative cases
needed for the next rounds.
"We were 4-0 at that point. I made the decision, and thry went back to the
hotel room and put the briefs back together in two and a half hours," said team
coach Jeff Butler.
The duo had traveled to Mercer University in Macon, GA. during the' encl of
spring break in hopes of winning the chance to .compete at nationals with the varsity team of Barry Ragsdale and Jeff Liclicoat. But when thr rvidence was found
missing, a wave of fear swept through them.

HE HAS PLEADED his case with Student Government President Armando
Pavas, asking fc)r $600 more to cover travel expenses. A. bit'! is now being wr'ittcn
fo~ that purpose and will be introduced at next week's Student Senatr nreting, according to Butlrr.
Now, thC' season is nearl y over. The only thing that stands l>etweC'n these four
clebatrrs and their last tournament is timr. Nationais hrgin on April l 8, in
Tuscon, Ariz. "Richard and I are working to try to br('ak, that is, place in th e top
16 trams. I think we havr a good chance," said Buchanan.
Nationals will be more than the end of the season to Ragsdale and Liddicoat, it
will br thC' rncl of an C'ra. That tournament will br their last chancr to be thr number onC' tea·m in the country. And the tension will build. That's whrre Butler
r·nmrs in . the two debatc'rs said. .
.
.
"Jeff tries to keep us apart from the other teams at tournaments. He tries to keep
us calm. Wr'll take a walk, or go to a restaurant betwC'en rounds rathrr than grt
<'xcilC'd and nervous. That's whC'r(' hr desNvrs a gold medal," said Buchanan.

"I THOUGHT IT was all over. So much depends on that C'vidence," said
Ragsdale. The team rewrote the evidence from file cards and a handwritten copy
they had with them.
The two then returned to the tournament and wrnt on to win 6-2, recrivirg thP

Hold that Whopper!
Burger King a no show
by Doug Marks
staff writer

It looked like.students would be eating a lot of whopprrs this summer, but now it
appears SAGA will retain its burger monopol y at leas t until fall.
Burger King, Hardee's and other fast-Food purveyors havr bern negotiating with
Usler & Burst Realty regarding t~r lot on the northwest corner of Un ivrrsity
Boulevard and Alafaya Trail, said Cathy Ra.y, UCF student and employ(' of Usler
& Burst.
·
Monday Ray said Burger King ~· is definitely out," .because while the -Monday
through Friday traffic is busy enough to support a lo cat ion , thC're would not be
enough busin('ss on w~ekcnds.
What clim:he'cl .thC'ir decision,.shC' said, was the univNsity's plan to go to a Fourday work werk during summer quarter.
"IT'S UP in the air now," said Ray, "Harcler's and others are.still considering the
lot, but the four-day week is going to make it hard ." Howevrr, she said "They
wrrr very impressed with the petition and the letters."
Ray came to Student Gpvernment in Frbruary and suggested the senate compile
a petition expressing students' interest in having a fast-food rC'staurant located
across from school, said SC President Armando Payas.
Payas said the petition gathered 600-700 signatures anCl was given to Ustler &
Burst. According to Payas, both he and UCF Presidmt Trrvor Coulbourn wrote
letters to the real tors expressing the.i r encouragement of the idea.
WHEN REALTOR Thomas C. Burst was interviewed before spring break, hr
would only say "A couple of fast-food chains have exprrssrd interest in thC' lot," ·
and the petition would be given to the chain representative.
Pay as s~id he · was disappointed to learn of Burger King's drop out. "It's
some~~ing we really need. We've made every effort tgo shvw and justify ,our

New publication designed ·
to be student mouthpiece

11e~cl.

Concerning Burger King's citing of insuHicfont weekend business, Payas said,
"With over 5,000 students living in the apartments up and down Alafaya Trail, I
think th~y·~ have enough business to justify (t.h e location(."
Colb~rnrn said he was also disappointed to hear of Burgrr. King's decision. "T
hopp it will be possiblefor them to reconsider, despite their doubts."

by Rachel Platt
staff writer

Philosophy Forum members say they feel there is a lack of publication on the
UCF campus. They decided to do something about it. Soapbox was.created.
Seapbox, a publication sponsored by Philosophy Forum, has already put out
three editions. Laurel McComber, member of Phi Forum, said, "Ideally, Soapbox
will be pub I ished once a month."
According to Laurel McComber and Nancy Dunn, members of Phi Forum,
Soapbox is where people can pub I ish what they want." They added, "Soapbox is
interested in ideas and opinions of the time. We are interested in everything.
Soapbox is a place for diversity to be shown." Thr publication consists of poetry,
stories, advertising (free of eharge) and more.
Soapbox is run entirely by students. The staff of Soapbox rot.ates. It usually consists of contributing writers.
According to McComber and Dunn, "The writers contributing to Soapbox are
responsible for•tht'ir work."
The Phifosophy Forum, formed five years ago and formerly known as
Philosophy Society, meets every Weclnesd'.ly at 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Organization Lounge. Anyont' can join Phi Forum and anyone can contribute to

Soapbox.
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Recommendations suggest good·dentcil services
·~en:i~ers

of . the Dental Services Evaluation Committee, Student

Governmen~

Exe~utive Branch members and senators who worked on the dental program
dun~g the past two years should be congratulated and thanked for a nC'w student

education program with one dentist at some time in their lives betore they reach
the univrrsity levrl.

service. Af_ter a lot of hard work and some compromises, a complete dental aid
program will soon be put into operation at UCF.
The recommendations made by the Dental Services Evaluation Committee. are
!Prim~rily good on~s. At least some students will be able to take advantage of teeth
cleamng and fluonde treatments at UCF. At this time, the committee suggested
that den.ta] service~ screens appl.icants so they can reach as many people who need
the service as possible, but that 1s to be expected for a program which will run into
such high expenses.

On the.whole, howC'ver, the dental aid evaluation committee and everyone involved with the program should be commended for their persistence, hard work
and flexibility. Students wil.J now have an opportunity to try the program and a
substantial .new service has been given to· UCF students. It took a long time to
come up with a complete proposal for the dental aid plan, but the comm ittee's
detis~on showed that thr time was worth it.

Under the plan proposed by the evaluation committee, the students who will be
using the service will still be paying most of the costs for the program, but all UCF
students will be charged only a small fee-25 cents--so that students who do use the
service can do so at a much lower rate than they would pa y an outside dentist.
The committee also recommended that the program be reevaluated eac h yea r so
pre-game com ments for our broadcast. He is class from head to toe in my opinion.
Southe!:_n was a big UCF crowd, but they came up empty-handed .
It is regrettille that committee supportecrfhe idea of a dental rducation
program, however. It still seems that students 18 yC'ars and o lder a lreadv will
know how to take care of their mouths and that those who do not will not 'be interested in learning. Besides, most people have alreac~y participated in an

Hopefully, the program will be instituted as quickly. as' possible so the students
don't have to wait any longrr for the services .
Deanna M. Gugel

.THE~~ JAE LEFr ISAN

F8l ~"' PRESSED /!SAN
ARAB. "THE MANON ™E RIGKT
Sf\JFFING #~000 IMlO
HIS SOCK \SA .
SENAi>R. .

CF basketball team, coach
eserve o·u r congratul tions

/

Editor:
The past two weeks the UCF men's basketball team has come under fire in the
Future for having an easy schedule. Well, it's time someone defended Torchy and
blasted the UCF community. I agree that the 'Knight schedule has some
"'gimme's" in it, but so does everyone else's. UCF defeated Furman 84-77. UCF
stopped NAIA power Xavier 83-79 in New Orleans and then proceeded to thrash
them l 07-79 at home.
But that's ~ot what I'm ticked off about. The Knights went into the Sunshine
·state Conference tournament the weekend of Feb. 22 in Lakeland and had no
cheerleaders "leading cheers" or many fans for that matter. A school of 12 ,000
plus has the number four team in the-country, and they can't fill a 3000-seat gym.
Just great.
Then, they advanced to the finals of the NCAA South Regional Tournament against
the number one ranked team in the country, and although the cheerleaders were
there, they had little to cheer to. Being generous, I would guess that 700 UCF fans
were at the finals . Just pathetic. Maybe the home schedule was easy but when the
Knights needed you most at the game which featured the number one and four
teams in the entire country, you decided to turn your backs. So much for that.
As for Torchy Clark, I am on his side as well. I always enjoyed his antics at
· courtside as a fan~ Aft~F all, someone has to spark some noise, and· there ,is no m:1e
better than he. As a. sportscaster, Coach Clark made my job a breeze. Always he
agreed, to the postgame intervie~s, even in losing. Even before the last home
Rollins game, I called him at home at 5: '3 0 that night just so we could tape some
pre-game comments for our broadcast. He is class from head to toe in my opinion.
Oh, sure, he gripes a lot but as of late they have been very legitimate. There is no
excuse for the attendance at the past'two tournaments that the Knights have been
in. They should have been total sellouts. _ ·
So now I publicly thank Coach Eugene "Torchy" Clark and his team for an incredible season finishing 25-4 and fourth in the nation in the final regular season
poll. They are in the toughest division II in the country, and yet they continued to
pull r.a bbits out of a hat. Maybe that last rabbit they grabbed for against Florida
Southern was a big UCF crowd, but they came empty-handed.
The next time you as a UCF studen.t see one of th~ players congratulate him on a
fine season . They deserve that much.
Vince Cotroneo

SAGA's outdoor •picnics'
aren.' t enj·o yable exp.e rie"ces
Editor:
I ~m very dissatisfie.d by what SAGA
calls picnics. Last quarter I found
myself being detoured from the
cafeteria to this picnic place. We had
not been consulted or even informed
abou~ t.his event. Most of us who enjoy
eating know that it is not very appetizing to· wait· at the end of a 30person line for a hamburger or hot
dog. Yo~ finally get there and to your
horror, the hot do~ is burnt and the
hamburger under cooked.
From there, more of the same
punishment ~waits you as you have to
go to go to the end of the line for
/

Letter Polley

Students should be informed about SG candidates
Editor:
As election time approaches, it is important for
UCF students to remember they should exercise
their right to vote.
Every year they complain that "Student
Government never does anything., ,. But they
don ' t have much room to speak. They never do
anything either, including getting out to vote for
the people who fill the ·positions they always
. complain about.
SC elections will be held April 22 and 23 this
year, and I hope more students than usual will get
out to vote. With a student population at about
12,000, it's hard to ·get more than 1,000 people to
vote in most elections.

, I
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Central Florida
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Campaigning will begin next week and the
following week. Hopefully, stucl<·11ts will fok<' the
time to read the campaign mall'ri~ils whid1 will
be distributed and will take the tim<' to talk to tlw
candidates who will be walking around tht:• campus.
The quality of our SC representitives can have a
grea't effect on thr changes made in student life at
our university and on UCF's image at other
universities.
Our SC officers represent us
evrrvwhere.
A .thing as i1~portant as our university"s rnti_re
image should not br left to only a thousand
studC'nts.

Edi tor-in-Chief

Business S-.:aff
Gr<'t<•l Mc·Nmt<·i1. adr!'r/i.~ing managc•r; Richard Dnldt' r.
pmd11cti1111 rr1<11wgt·r, Ti111 Hire!. s1,•1·r· Carlin. J1111r· C111/n1,
\\'illio111 H11/la111!. St<T1' /mw.~. Jim Ro;:;,it•r. Dinah Thompki11s,
/'11/ly \1'1•1·ks.

drinks, then for salad and dessert. By
then. :4S minutes ha~ passed and anv
thought of going back lor seconds is
completely unthinkable.
To me, any form of waitJng . is far
from a pleasure and .waiting for a burnt
hot dog, <.·msty .cakes and "orange
water" drinks in that chillv weather,
fighting bugs off . my food..:.all in the
name of "picnic"-was psychological
torture.·
The point is that event SAGA held
m~tsic.le the cafeteria in place of our
dinner was far from orga~i~ed (maybe
the confusion was).
Name withheld -by request

'

The Future is published weekly, fall winter and spring and biweekly in the summer
at the University of Central Florida. It is
ll'rittPn and edited by students of the Univ~
sity with offices in the Art Complex on Libra

Drit'P.

.

Opinions expressed in the Future are those
Pf thp editor or the writer o:f the article, and
not nPcessarily those of the Board ·of
Publkatirms, UnivPrsity Administration, or
Board of Regents.
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VILLAGE CEN'
Village Center Activities Board and Committee Openings
To apply contact 275-2611 or stop by the VC Main Desk.

•

LOST AND FOUND AUCTION I!
•
'
A"ariety ~ items--from calculators to clothing I
§
April 7 11 · 2·VC Courtyard

.

;

i

~~~~~~~~
. ..

Dinner Concert with

· JEFF THIESINO
Starring John Wayne, Henry Fonda,
Robert Mitchum, Richard Burton,
Peter Lawford.
April 9_8:30 p.m.

VCAR

Students free w/UCF l.D._General Public $1.25

April 10 ·5:00 · 7:00 p.m. VC Cafeteria

The more
you love .. .
the harder
you fight.

#
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~ANCO ZEFFIRELL
FILM

..

~

.

THE. ·~,

CHAMP

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presents
JOHN VOIGHT FAYE DUNAWAY
RICKY SCHRODER
''THE CHAMP"
JACK WARDEN • ARTHUR HILL · Music by DAVE GRUSIN
Screenplay by 'WALTER NEWMAN ·Based on a story by FRANCES MARION
Produced by DYSON LOVELL· Directed by FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI
(ln'.;ftll.SOONDlllACK"al8lN AWlABUCP.lfl\Alff.111f COl!O~'"°Wl5

PG

PARENTAL GUIDA~CE SUGGESIEO -::;.
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i;uoltt:OHI Mll SAC ~

c Copy11gM 1979 Meuo·GOlowyn·Mayei Inc
A11 R1gntsReserved

MGM

A UNIVERSAL PlC"rl;RE • P.\NA VISJON. r

M( TllOCOlOll '

/l!!it.
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~ Umted Artists

April 11 & 13 VCAR
April 4& 6
8:30 p.m. ENAUD
Students free w/UCF l.D.
General Public $1.25

Students free w/UCF l.D.
General Public $1.00
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TER EVENTS

771<· 1"i!lugt' Cn1;a .·1 uir1111 ·'Boan/ i.1 ///11dcJ
rli ro11p,li rlic .·1crinry end Scrric t' l·C'c.1. as
allor·au•J hy tlic · Sr11d1·11r c;nr1 ·1:111101T ol 1·cF

Racquethall Douhles Championships
p
~

For details call Gordon Kirkland 67~-9971
or Roger Widdon 273-4986

Apr. 4, 5 & 6

EASTER ECO HUNT &PARW
1:30 p.m. April 5

·Disney M•ie - "Make Mine Music".
12 Noon VCAR

Hunt- immediately following the m•ie,with guest appearances hy
Bernie Bunny .
Rodney Rabbit
Stan Sillywabbit.

SCHEDULE OF LEISURE CLASSES
Spring Quarter will be an eight week series beginning April 14 and ending·June. 11.

Day

Class
Bartending
Basic & Disco
Roller Skating
Clogging_
Dream
Interpretation
Fencing
- Flying Ground
School
Horse Back
Riding
Karate
Stretch&
Strength
Photography

I & II
Racquetball
Skiing
Stan Glass
Stretch&
Strength
Yoga

Mon
Thu
Tues
Tues
Wed

Time

Location

7:00-9:00 PM - VC 214

Fee Instructor
$25

Ed Riggs

-3:00-5:00 PM -Sun State
~15 · N. Trabula
3:30-5:00 PM VCMPR & Patio$15 .- L. McWhorton
7:00-9:00 PM VC 214
· 7:00-9:00 PM VCMPR

$15
$15

B. Hutchinson
K. Goheen

Tue & Thu 7:00-9:00 PM · vc 214 ·

$15 · D. Sudduth

1st Wed 7:00 PM
VC 200
Mon, TuesS:00-7:00 PM VCMPR

$48
$20

Bluefire Stables
Ratanaprasit

Mon

$·15

V. Raskin

7·:00-8:30 pm VCMPR

Mon, Wed.7:00-9:00 PM
Thur
7:00-9:00 PM
Thu
Noon-5:00 PM
Tue
7:00-9:00 PM
Wed
Tues

VC 211, 212 $25
Raq. Courts
$15
Lk.Whipoorwill
·VC 211, 212 $30

5:00-6:30 PM VCMPR
7:Q0·9:00 PM VCSOL

$15
$15

S. Williams
T. Hewitt
R. Slomian
F. Friedman
V. Raskin
S. Singh K

Registration is through April 11, 9 a.m. • 9 p.m., VC Mai~ Desk.
275-2611 •.No refunds unless class is cancelled.
Are you interested in taking ballet lessons?·
Call 275-2611.
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Student takes third place in photo ·awa.r ds
by Kathleen Foronda
staff writer

It was the only UCF entry, but it was
enough to give both UCF and Robin
Bnxton some regional recognition in
the field of photography.
Buxton's black and white photo of
the fireman "on the job" took third
place in the News-Photography
category of the "Mark of Excellence"
awards competition sponsored by the
Society of.Professional journalists.
According to Aralynn Abare of the
Communication Department, Buxton
is also the first UCF student ever to
capture an award in that particular
contest.
"It's an excellent first effort for UCF,
and it's good to see our students competing ," said Abare.
The competition, w hi ch included
ca tegories 'of a ll a reas of ma ss med ia,
occured between Februa rv :rnrl Ma rch.
Buxton was req uired to subm it onr
black and white published photo.
BUXTON.
SELECTED
"th<'
fireman" out of a series of photographs
she had tahn for th<" Dailt1 NPii:s Chir~f
newspaper ir.. Winter Haven-. Th~

Cad·e t
takes over
Command

series which carried a "fire" theme, led
Buxton to select "the fireman" because
"his expression and feeling told the
whole story."
Besides the SDX competition, Buxton
has entered her photos of Oviedo· s

bicentrnnial celebration contest sponsored by the Florida Press Association .
The 25-year-old journalism/public
relntions major graduated in the winter quarter with some freelance work
for the Orlando land magazine and a

Buxton's award winning picture

rC'al estate' magazine.
BE TH;EY black and white or color
photos, Buxton said she has no
prrfrrC'nce. However, she says she likes
to photograph shots with a na tural settng.
"I like mostly outdoor shots and
like to •take in the environment',"
said Buxton . .
Buxton did not begin her work in
photography until she entered college.
"I started with a borrowed camera
from a friend and some courses at
Valencia.
I didn 't know anything
about it, and I started from there,"
said Buxton.
As for her future endeavors, Buxton
sa id she will continue to ~ork after
three weeks of travel.. She hopes for a
position in the public relations fi eld
ra ther than photo-journa lism . Yet,
Buxton sa id she is open to a lot of differe nt arC'as in photography.
"The more th ings you do, the better
off you are because without the expNienc:e and background in school, it's
hard to hrC'>ak into photography," said
Buxton .

Brian LaPeter/Future

During the week, Nancy Collop learns to look for foss ils. On weekends, she
teaches others to look for missing airplanes.
Co ll op is a UCF anthropology major. On weekends, she dons thr unifo rm of thr
Civil Air Patro l.
The Mid-Flori da Squadron of the CAP has 42 members, mostly from La ke and
Sumpter cou nti es. The sq uadron has l S senior members a nd 27 cadets rangin g in
age from 12 to 80. At 2 1, Nancy Collop is the yo ungest senior membe r. She is a lso
the squ adron comm ander.
As a CAP cadet, Collop achieved the rank of cadet-lieutena nt co lonel and was an
international exchange cadet with the Roy a l Dutch Air Force in J978.
Now, Collops is responsible for th e mid-Florida training squadron. She must ensure that members of her squadron are properl y trained in such div erse subj ect~ as
first aid, air-to-ground communications and search and rescu e procedures.
Collop's rapjd rise to command was based on her achievements as a cadet. She
has received national recognition including the Billy Mitchell Award and the
Ameila Earheart Award.

Nancy Collop

15.% STUDENT DISCOUNT
_ Pr!vileges with Student I.I).
DISCOUNTS on comp)(•t<' Italian dishes induding spt•c-ic1ls <'xt·ept Frid;iy.
DISCOUNTS on TakC'-out pizza t•vt•ryday.

, PJl,~·'a, .ftalian ~~
5 -10 p.m. Sun.· Wed. 5 -11 p.m. Thu~. Fri. & Sat.
7325 Aloma Avenue (Goldenrod)
Orlando, Florida 32807

BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
•Employment assistance.
A Representative from The No.tional Center for Paralegal
Training's Lawyer's Assistant Program will be on campus on
Monday, April 14, from 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon at the Placement Office to meet interested students. For more information
contact the Placement Office or The National Center for
Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road, NE, Su;te 430,
Atlanta, Georgia 30326, (404) 266-1060.

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

Name
Address
State _ _ Zip

City
Phone
College

I

I
II

Yr. Grad.

1980
DSPRING DAY
Feb . 11-May9

DStlMMER DAY
June 12 - Sept. 9

DSPRING EVE
March 18 - Sept. 20

DFALL DAY
Sept. 18 - Dec. 16

DFALL EVE
Oct . 21 - May 9

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARA~EGAL TRAINING
33?6 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060

I
I
I

I
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Inflation-------------------be th a t hea ting, a ir , pap<'r eost.s, and other non-ac:adC'mic: c:osts ar<' neali11g
pre~.surC's on thos,r try ing to c•<·onomizC' the budget. A.s a re.suit , funds for inc:rC'ased
quality and other program.s may be " channeled into th<' non-aeademi<: areas."
Klages says UCF's enrollment will probabl y, increase. "RC'c:e.ssion traditionally
has incrC'ased enrollmC'nt at VCF," says KlagC's. "With frwcr job opportunitie.s,
people come back to school," h{' says.
"WE'RE COMING clos{' to rivaling with th{' degree' (economic) of seriousnes.s
met in the 20's," .says Xander, "but we're b{'tte.r prepC'ared to hand!{' this beeuasP
we know how tc) use a better monpta ry pol icy ."
According to Xander, Chairman of the Federal Reserv{' Board Paul Volcker has
helped the economy by taking a "hard-line" losition of slowing down th{' money
supply and credit cards.
"He's not very porular though," Says Xander. "It'-s hard to say hc)w long hC' can
continue his position. It's economically good, but not political Iv good ."
XANDER SAYS the new problem the United States is facing 'is the simultanpous
increase of inflation and unemployment.
Xander significantlv blames the government's increase in the money supply
during the 70's for
soaring rates of inflation . "Everything would have been
short lived if the money supply had not been so great," says Xander.
He says there are a lot of contributing factors which ahve given rise to inflation.
The increase of oil and food prie~s, less technological productivity, and th{'
significant devaluation of th<' llnitC'd states doll.a r in the 70's a.n' some' examples.

Lt

from page 3

KLAGES AND XnndN both agre<' th a t the proposed wage-price freeze is
not solving any problc'ms."
You ha <'the potential for black markets to develop because quality demand
will incrC'asr quantity supply, ~· according to Xander.
.
"The Federal Resrrve action to cut down the mont'v supplv, tighten credit, and
hike' discount rates of m{'mbcr banks who bo~row fro~ the F~deral Reserve banks
will cope bC'ttrr with Inflation than the wagP-price control," says Klanges.
· "POLITICALLY, IT'S pretty attractive," says Xander. 'Tm pleased that Carter
is not-in favor of tht• wage-price freC'Ze."
As for the' effect of a possible outbreak of W<Jr with theSoviet Union over
Afghanistan would p_ut on the United States economy, Xander said, "It would have
a stimulative impact on our economy in supplying arms and prodt.'1cing military .
goods."
Klanger does not beliPV<' war will come about and says if it did occur, the ''.full
sea Ir confrontation" betwe{'n the Unit{'d States and the Soviet Union would "leave
nothing_."
Inv{'stments in rPal estate, "good" art, antiques, stocks. and bonds are some
ways Xander sugg{'sts Amrricans can fight inflation . Xander says, however, that
"Evc·rv investment rC'quires some knowledge' on th<' part of the investor."
Students will hav<' a hard time k{'t'ping up with inflation because "they don't
hav{' the' nC'cC'ssarv funds for invC'stment, .. savs Xander. "The onlv wav thev can
rrally fight it is to.simply cut clown on <'Xp{'ncli,tures," hC' sa~·s.
.
.
"reall~·

Future Management Positions Available
Editor-in-Chief
Duties: Overall responsibility for publicativn. and ·mana~ement of weekly
campus newspape r, Determines editorial content and policies ,' ap~oints. and
superv ises staff of student writers and editors. O versees newsp a per s_bus1~e~s
manager and business department, and serves as a member of th e university s
Board of Publications.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade-point average
at UCF , be at lea st a third-quarter freshman, and must have been en.r~lled full
time at the university since at least winter quarter of 1980 . In addition, candidates must have w~rked for the Future for at least two quarters, which may
include the spring quarter of 1980, and show their experience and/or
academic achievement in reporting, editing and co_mmunication law.
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'

JuSt ·shake it

and Let it Fall Into Place.
. The Precision Haircut.
'"

Applicatiori: Candidates will be selected according to the proc~du~e stated
in the Board of Publications Constitution and By-Laws. Applicat10ns are
a vailable from Marti Franklin in the Future's business office, phone 2752865, and cpmpleted applications must be received by midnight, April 30,
1980, to be considered .

Beca.use your head is unique, the way your hair grows is equally unique.
Really quite different from every one else's.
Pr~clsion haircutting is a technique for cutting the hair in harmony
with the way it grows: Your hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose
its shape with a prrcision haircut. Consequently your haircut w_ill look as
good after five days as it does after five minutes. And because th{' hair
foils naturally into place you won't have to keep fussing with it. Usually
a sliake of the head does it.
At Command Performance we shampoo, precision-cut and blow dry
your hair for fourteen dollars, whether you're a gal or ~ guy. And noap pointments are ever necessary .
·
We also offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and conditioning.
But WC' rea lly shinC' with precision. And so will you.

L-------l~: .::....=!

Commau(I t•erforn1auec
r ": ,,.,,.,. . ... , na· .,,.._. , .....,,
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WINTER ~ATRK MA1LL )

(right inside Twm
HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 10A.M.-9P.M.
· Sun. 12:30-5 P.M.

Business Manager
Duties: Directly responsible f~>r financial management of weekly campus
newspaper, including the raising of through. advertisin~'. budget preparat~on,
purchasing, pavroll and circulatiC?n. Supervises advert1smg sales and p.roduc:
tion and staff ·of student salesmen and make-up personnel. Responsible to
new:>paper's editor-in-chief and serves as member of university's Board of
Publications.
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Eligibility: Candidates·must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade~point average
at UCF, be at least a third-quarter freshman, and must ha e been e~rolled full
time at the universitv since at least winter quarter of l 980 . Candidates must
show thi er experienc·~ a nd/or academic achievement in business management.
Application.: Candidates will be selected according to the proc~du~e stated
in th e Boa rd of Pub I icatio'ns Constitution and By-Laws. Applications are
a va il a ble from Marti Franklin in the Future's business office, phone 2752865, a nd completed appli ca tions must be received by midnight, April 30 ,
1980.

Co>ia[ cd?u:{ Pub
~3910 Al•f•Y• Trail · Orlando· Florid•· 32817

r~ft"~

Tff E

.l FRAME
BAR

CONTACT LENSES •

HARD -

$35

Night Moves

Lunch Special

SOFT -

$75

Colonial Plaza - Next to Ronnie 's
Call 894-6642 for more information

•

Roast Beef................... $ l.85
Rueben ... . .................. $2.00
Ham . ................. . . .. ... $1 .85
Corned Beef.................. $ l.95
Pastrami ..... . .......... . .... $1.85

Includes Draft Beef
Chips & Pickle

......................

Mon. Pitchers $2.25
Tues. Frat Night Pitchers$ I .95
Wed. Sorority Night Pitchers $2.25
Thurs. Ladies All Night Happy Hour
Fri. Happy Hour 11-7 p.m.
Sat. Heineken Draft 60¢
Sun. Sandwich N' Draft $2.00

~

Happy Hour
Mondav - F ridav 4:00 -.6 :00 p.m .
'
.
. . ... . .. . .... . .. .. . .. . . . 35¢
.
~ug . · · · · · · · · · · ·' · · · · · · · · · '' · · · ' · · · · · · · ·
$1.75
p~tcl1cr .. . .. . . .._. . . .. . ... .. ... .. . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.· · · · · · · · ·

•
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sentinel cartoonist
charms UCF-~audie-nce

way to look at the bad news; you don't mind it as much when it's a ca rtoon,"
Dunagin sa id .
Syndication, said Dunagin, is like working through an agent, " I send my weekly
cartoons. They promote, sell , pa y bills and collect--then keep most of th e money.
It's a competiti ve market and hard to brea k into."
When asked to create a cartoon about the prime rate, Dunagin drew his lovabl e
businessman with phone in hand and said the caption mi ght read : " T he time is
2:45 p.m., temperature 68 degrees, at the sound-of the ton e the new prime rate will
be .... "
In addition to "Dunagin's People," Dunagin draws other cartoon ·panels and
comic strips. Another one he creates is the "Grin and Bear It" . ·
Dunagin writes his own material because he says he gets more satisfactfon from
the gags than from the drawing . A free-standing cartoon should be as original as
you can make it, said Dunagin, and if yo1:1 use other people' s work , you take a
chance it isn't original.
Dunagin admitted there were times he just didn't feel funny and cartoons were
hard to create but said he had never missed a deadline yet!

by Kay McFarland
freelance writer

Ralph Dunagin's easygoing manner of speaking and drawing seems to contradict the the political wallop of his "Dunagin's People" cartoons. On the UCF
campus recently, Dunagin spoke to members of Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of
Professional Journalists, and guests.
The conservative dress and charming demeanor-of Ralph Dunagin seemed more
appropriate to a business executive than to the sharp cartoonist he is. Introduced
by Dr. Ed Wycoff of the Communication Department as "almost an institution".
Dunagin is sypdicated throughout the United States and Canada by Field Enterprises and is head cartoonist for the Orlando Setninal Star.
An editorial cartoonist at the local level, Dunagin prefers the title cartoon commentary for his work, which reflects "what's going on and what moods are in the
country at the present time."
Cagily avoiding .revealing his age, Dunagin said he had been with the Sentinal
Starfor 18 yea rs--since he got out of kindergarten.
. .
Dunagin said his cartoons run the gamut from governrnent to fas~10ns, .
"~hatever is 'most important going ori during-the week."
Atter he gets the ideas, lJunagm told tne aud·1ence it took him one day to do the
cartoons required for his weekly deadline and added he would rather treat subjects
than personalities in his drawings.
Displaying his cartoons, Dunagin proceeded to demonstate his simple drawing
style ·as he talked. "People often comment that my cartoons look like me, "
Dunagin said, adding that one of his college professors told him you draw the person you are most familiar wi th. A tall man himself, Dunagin .said , "I draw tall
people. "
Dunagin said prominent people were easy to draw because most of them have an
outstanding feature which ca rtoonists can simply exaggerate. Dunagin drew
President Lydon Johnson with cowboy hat, big hea d, and tremendous ea rs.
Dunagin remarked , " Johnson had the biggest ea rs I've ever seen."
Sketching a Nixon caricature (with extra long nose pointed skywa rd, a rms raised
wi th " V" symbol dlspfayecf on fi ngers of both hands), Dunagin sa id one of his
fa vorite cartoons had been Nixon in his noted pose waiting for treatment in a
chiropractor's offl ce.
As he talked, Dunagin sket ched Kissinger , Ford, and Carter. "When I first drew
Ca rter he was smil ing," Dunagin said, "Then right after he became president he
quit smili ng so I had to learn to draw him aga in."
Dunagin sa id he had origina ll y intended to be a comme rcial artist and had attended the University of Southern Mississippi because they had a terrific art deparmen t, plus "it was in my home town and cheaper."
Former Sentinel Star Cartoonist Lynn "Pappy" Brudon, got Dunagin involved
with cartooning and had a big infl uence on Dunagin's work. According to
Dunagin, "W hen he (Brudon retired, I jl;lst continued do ing the cartoons."
Cartoons, noted Dunag in, ~ re a way to b righ~n negat i ~e subjects, "It's a good

-Gift~d. students

seek
answers to problems
by Carol Arnold
staff writer

Nearly 200 elementary and secondary school students converged on the UCF
campus during spring break.
While thousands of college students swarmed to the beaches to forget about
school momentaril y, these gifted students participated in a "Future P roblem
Solving Bowl " that sought answers to problems students may face in the year
2000.
The bowl consi sted of 30 different four-stud ent teams from Orange County
Schools and 25 students parti cipating as individual contesta1nts. Students also
came as representa tives from 20 other school districts to observe the workshop.
"I want to function as best I can in the· future of Am erica . And to do this I participated in Future Probl em Solving," explained one yo ung m an addressing a
group of gifted students' parents. Gifted children have I.Q.'s ranging from 140 to
180.

T he studen ~s used a probl em solving system tha t read.s the given probl em and
· discusses all rela ted probl em s. T he probl em is resta ted an d soluti ons are then
p roduced. Next sol ut ions a re eva luated. The last step involves pl anning and putting ideas to use, accord ing to Jim Hendrix, superviso r fo r the gifted educa tion
program tor Urange County Schools.
The problems and solutions at this year's bowl began w ith a basic idea. How .
will schools in the 2 lst century be conducted? But other questions arose: What
mode of transportation will be used? How w ill the studen ts be enterta ined dur ing
transportation? Where wil l schools be? Wil l the learning be taught ~t home?
What methods will be used?
The answers var ied. Computer gam.es were dev i sed~ field trips were uti lized;
mental telepathy was proposed, and robots were ad ded.
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Stulent Sunlay
with SPECIAL CUEST STAR

Christopher Cross
THURSDAY
APRIL 10, 1980
Peabody Auditorium
Daytona Beach
8:00 P.M.

FRIDAY
APRIL 11, 1980
Orlando Jai-Alai Fronton
8:00 P.M.

AVAILABLE AT:
ORLANDO FASHION SQ.
MALL TICKET AGENCY
SOUNDS UNLIMITED·Hl-FI
· ALTAMONTEMALL
TICKET AGENCY
NFINITE MUSHROOM
CAROUSEL RECORDS
SPEC'S MUSIC
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Sarsaparillo mixes singing and storytelling
by Rachel Platt
1tllff wrtter

Elementary schools 'in Orange County reef'iV<' a special treat from six UCF
students. They get The Sarsaparillo Station Co.
Sarsaparillo was founded by Frances Johnson, instructor ot Speech and lnt<'f-.
pretatic>n_at UCF, almost 10 years ae:o. She say .. c;hf' hnd the idea VC'ars bdor<' that.
. Sarasaparillo trave1s to elementary schools every Friday presenting programs to
the st~dents. The two programs focused on this year <~r~ "FrN' to B<', You and
Me," conceived by Marlo Thomas, and "The Wizard of Oz."
Their programs consis~ of acting, singing and storytC'lling intNspersed with
music.
THE 45-MINUTE show "Free to Be, You and Me," ,focuses on reducing
.stereotypes. One subject dealt with is a boy who wants a doll. He gets the doll in
the end , and there is a relization that it isn't bad for a bov to have a doll.
Another topic the programs deals with is housework.· The theme for it is "Do It
Together," explaining that the women in the commercials are actresses being paid
to look happy while they scrub and scour. Along with the skits are songs. Songs
c;uch as: "Parents are People" and "It's All Right to Cry."
Sarsaparillo's version of "The Wizard of Oz" includes music from the movie ~nd
the Broadway musical "The Wiz."
THE PROGRAMS are geared toward children because the group found junior
high students unreceptive to the material.
The membe.rs of the non~profit organization rehearse up to four hours a weC'k.
The majors of the members vary from theater to communication. Mack
McLaughlin and Stefani Koorey, theater majors and members of Sarsaparillo say
they find their participation gives them good experience for their majors.
The group welcomes new members, regardless of major. " The main criteria is
·the desire to stay with the group at least one school year ," says Frances Johnson.
"As long as there is desire, there will be a group."
The efforts of the group do not g,o unrewarded : And independent study credit is
given to members that remain in the program for three quarters. The group has
also been dubbed "UCF's Ambassadors to Children" by President Trevor
Colbourn.
·
Right now , The Sarsaparillo Station Co. is looking into a grant ·so' they can tour
the sta te. ·until then, they will enterta in and educa te rlrmentary school students
that request their services .
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By hiring a vet. That's right,
unemployment is still a.
problem among veterans. A
problem you can solve by
providing on-the-job training.
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For further details. pleas!!
call The National AUiance
of Businessmen in your cit):
Or call (202) 254-7105.
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Jonas to receive $23,000 for coaching Knights
Don· Jo~as, whose volunteer efforts tiveness in fund-raising ."
led this year's non-scholarship team to
Cnlbourn has included $10,000 in a 6-2 record, was awarded a $23,000
the new football budget for the five
salary as the Knights' first {ull-time pa'rt-time assistant coaches. Jonas has
· football- coach. ·
not indicated who may be included in
The announcement was made by
his staff, but one of the cand4dates is
. President Trevor Colboum recently at Bland, a former Panther teammate.
the Chamber of Commerce building.
Jonas was a form er quarterback for
both Penn State and the Orlando PanJonas' job duties will .include public
relation efforts and the managemen t of
thers, a pro football team which has
a five-man assistant coaching staff.
since folded .
Some of Jonas' goals include giving
Jonas signed a one-year contract.
UCF its first undefeated football
The former sports promotion director
for the City of Orlando officially season and to upgrade the levd of
competition (from Division III to
began his new post last Monday.
"Two excellent candidates were Division II or I-AA) ove r the next few
brought in by our search commitee,
years.
and there were a la rge number of
Jonas sa.id his new professional status
questions to sort out," Colbourn told
did not increase any pressure on him.
the Sentina l Sta r. ' "The th ree major
components of thi s honest and serious · . "It makes things at least 75 percent
better," he said. "It won't create adcanvas for a head coach ~ere coaching
ded pressure. The key is not to let any
experience and measure· of success, effectiveness in promotion and effec- pressure develop."

Ten_
nis team adds wins
to bring record to 19-6
by Kathleen Foronda
staff writer

Spring break matches for UCF's men 's tennis team drew three victories over
Kalamazoo, Bowling Green, and the Air Force Academy, stepping their current
record to 19-6.
Florida Atlantic and Flagler College sfopped the Knights and left them with5-4,
6-3 losses.
"Flag ler was one of our toughest matches," sa id coach Henry Brandon. Brandon sa id the doub les team of Eddie Krass and Dave Chase made a solid win over
'Fl agler's third seeded doub les team.
Number one seed Tom Lucci met his fourt h 1oss of -the year against John
Moneyp~nny of Flagler.
.
Brandon said Lucci has a n excellent _20-4 record and hope t-o get Lucci seeded in
the Nationa l Co llegiate Athletic Association tournament in May. "Lucci deserves
to be.seeded, and he has an excellen t opportunity th is year, " said Brandon.
Abo ut one player in every four is seeded, said Brandon, but it all depends on the
seeding committee and the player's record .
Last year, two UCF players were selected to play in the tournament, and were
defeated in the second round of singles and the first round of doubles.
Lucci's serve and vol ley game on the fast-paced hard-court matches has helped
to keep the Knights "neck and neck" with Ro ll ins College, Centra l F lorida's other
top team, Brandon said.
Turnouts for the matches have been ve ry weak, sa id Brandon. The team has five
more matches before it wraps up the season with the nationa l tournament:
"We'll probably play two practice matches aga inst Jun ior coll eges to get ready
for the tournament," said Brandon.
Brandon sa she hopes more people wi ll be drawn to the matches.especially to
home games other than Rollins.
_
.
Yet to. come arc "tough matches" against the University of South Florida,
. Roll ins and tht University of Tampa c;n April 7, 15, arid 17.

Brian La Peter/Future

Don Jonas, who last season volunteered his services as head coach of
the first year UCF football team, will now receive $23,000 for h is ef- ·
forts.
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Beginning Tuesday , Recreationa l
Services will offer an aqua dynamics
class at the UCF swimming poo l. The
class wi ll be held every Tuesday at
noon and is free to all UCF students,
facu lty and staff. Mr. Erich An clrrson
of the UCF Police Department is
donating his time to teach the' class.
Aqua dynamics is in-water cxercist·s
drsigned to increase one's physical fitnC'ss whil<' f'njo yirig the pool ·;_md thr

ll

'•
1

. . . ••., '- ·

great outdoors. For thosr worried
about going back to class or wor:k with
wet hair, you wi ll not have to go under
wii:rr or know how to sw im to get fu ll
bcnrfit from the class, Anderson said.
Interrstrd peoplr can rcgi-ster in advance at the Recreational Services Office' (next to pool) or come to the pool
anv Tuesda v at ·noon and registC'r
du~ing .t hr cl ~ ss.

Crew tops 19 teams in overall points·at·Ganles
~y Patti Unzy
staff writer

Brian LaPeter/Future

Rowing a six during practice for the Miami In vitational ll\!gai \~ arc
(from left to right) Coxie Am y H assel, G uhi G roff, Diane Gordov,
Gre.t chen Weber, Liz N~wton. Cindy Weber. and Am y Hoover.

Ra ll ying bC'hind h.vo SC'tond pl ace
fin ishrs in wonwn's races and a victorv
by I he ju nior varsity, the UCF ere~
team captured the ovC'rall points ti ll r
in ,1 16-tcmn rrgatla hC'lcl a t Tu rkey
Lake•.
'
.
'
The win was a "good sign of our
depth," sa id coach I)c•nnis Kanirnd, a~
th<' squad won onh onr C'.\ ent but
finished S('C'oncl or .third in C'nough
·othN rncrs to takr tlw most points.
The women's \ a rsil y ei ght pl acE·d
second onl v to nal ionall v ran kt' d Da rDartm o utl~,
·
whil e the women's four also came' in
srconcl in thC' finals. Kamrad sav.s hr
felt thr junior varsity eight group·. whcih w01i its c rnt, did an C'spcc:ially finr
job since it's c:ompo.sccl mostly of
freshman who arc "awfu ll y young and
inrxpt' rienced."
UCF als.o won a " City Championship"
du al meet with Roll ins last WC'ek. T he
women's four won its event, as di d the
junior va rsity.
Two UCF teams
rnwed in
the women's eight

and trmk thr lop two spot~.
Whilr the varsity squad <'amc back
to win aftrr losing to Rollins at thC'
Turk<') Lake reg,1ltn.
"We wC'rE' so locked in to going after
DrexPI. \vho is ranked fourth
n.llion,dly, that we kind of ignorC'd
Hollins at Turk<'\ Lnk<' and thev came
up to heal us,· Karnrad points out.
"B11t we spent a lot of ti111e training
clurin~ spring break with workouts
twice a day and I think it paid off."
Upcoming .events for the crC'w te<im
include a rate Fo r -t ht• Govrrnor's Cu p
April 12 al Melbou rne. T his mC'et ·will
lw different from mo.st of UCF's prior
ra ces in that it will be a sprint ratlwr
than a distance l'vent. · Sprints, sa ys
Kamracl, arr gC'nerally muc:h more exciting for the spectators because they
tend to be much closer than distance
race's. T he sq ua d will then compete in ·
the State' Rega tta Ap ril .20 in Tampa at
th<' Bypass Canal.

,
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William's triple leads Knights past Gators
UCF's women's softball team, Tuesday, came from a two-run defieit to defeat
the University of Florida 3-2.
Centerfielder Denise Wjlliams hit in all thret' runs with a. bases-loadC'cl triple in
the sixth inning. Williams had two hits in three times at bat to lead the Ladv
,
Knights.
UCF then dropped the second game to the University of South Florida, 3~0. The
Lady Brahmans scored a run in the fourth im1ing and two runs in the fifth inning
to hand UCF their 10th loss of the-season behind 11 wins.
In other games, the Lady Knights made thei~ best tournament showing by
placing third in the University of Florida tournament. ·
. ·
In the first game, UCF defeated Chipola 4-3 behind the hitting of Cathy Tintera
and Alice Andrews, wh0 each had home runs in th'e seventh inning. UCF went on
to beat the University of Florida, 3- l,and Jacksonville University, 12-4,before
losing to Lake City Community College S-4 in the semifinafs. UCF's Marcia
Newsome made all-tournament catcher with a tournament batting average of
.461.
The Lady Knights then traveled to St. Augustine, where they split a double:header with Flagler College by losing the first.game 3-1 but winning the second, 5- .
3. Behind the hitting of Patty Linzy, wlio had four hits at four times at bat including a double and Cathy Tintera, who had three hits in three times at bat including a double the Lady Knights pounded out 14 hits in the .win.

Women's tennis prepares
for state tournamen·t
In addition, Jo Moncrieff, who was
Ending the regular season with a
sidelined mo~t- of . the year with a
strong finish, the UCF women's tennis
shoulder injt.iry, will be playing in the
team will compete in the state tournament April 11-13 at the University
number three doubles slot. Moncrieff
has played in just two matches all y~ar,
of Tampa.
The squad downed the University of . one of which was an upset in the number three doubles match against StetDenver and the Air Force Academy' 81, and rolled over Kent State ·9-0
son .
during spring break.
The Lady .
The Lady Knights will be minus the
only coach women's tennis at UCF has
Knights also dropped a pair of close
ever known after the completion of this
matches to Florida Southern and
season. Thomas, whose resignation
Flagler, 5-4.
goes into effect after the season, is
Tennis coach Rocky Thomas says
she feels number two singles playerJil_I _" - leaving her coaching job to enter the
nursing program. She has also been
Soderberg is "playing really . well."
She has maintained her intensity and_ training ·for and will run in the Boston
fought back when she was down . And
Marathon April 16 and 17.
last week she beat ·a girl from Flagler
As for her team, all Thomas can say
is "Whoever gets them next · year will
who had beaten her twice this season,"
beinforatreat."
·
she said.

In UCF's own Invitational Tournamen(, the Lady Knights had a tougher game
and lost to Florida State University.., 7-3 and t~en to Florida Southern 3-1, before
defeating the University of South Florida 7-l .
In the win, .the Knights played errorless ball and held USF to one run on nine
hits, leading the Knight hitting was Denise Williams, who had three hits ·
including~ home run in the fourth inning, and Kim Clarke, who. tripled in the fifth
inning. USF went on to take second place in the tournament, while the University
.
of Florida took home the first place trophy.
UCF will host a double-header with Fforida Southern today at 2 p .m. on
the softball field behind lhe baseball diamond: The Lady Knights then travel to
Tampa Saturday for a 1 p.m. game' against USF. The- only remairiing home
games tor UCF will be April 14 when the Knights .host Seminle and Brevard
Community Colleges at 1 and 4 p. m.

Golf team captures fourth,
SnoaP takes a second
The golf team under the direction of
Coach Gerald Gergley placed fourth in
the Cape Coral lntercollegiatp Tournament . Doug Snoap shot c.r low round
of 69 to place second in the individual
scoring . That round a lso set a univer. sity recc)rd.
Nineteen teams competed in the
tournament including teams from
Texas, Michigan, New York, and Iowa.
The only three teams to place higher
thf\n the Knights were Bowling Green,
Universitv of Miami. and South
Florida . .
Snoap finished the four-dav tournament with the low score of the team
and another ·school record of 286.
Steve Reid followed with a 297. Brad
Estes finished third among the Knights
with ·a 30 I total. Wes Fisher and Paul
Cooke tied with a. four-dav 306 total,
while Jolin Beehler finished at 307.
Gergley says he feels it's amazing
that his golfers did so well iri the last
tournament. "It's not the coaching,
but the way these men push themselves," he savs.
The tour~ament scheduled for

Wednesday '!t Cape Orlando was .
rainC'd ·out. The Knights are looking
forward to the regional tournament to
be· played Wednesday, Thursday and
Fridav at Lake Francis, Ga . Nationals
will f<»llow during May in Louisiana .
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DougSnoap

BASIC CAMP 1980
CYCLE

BASIC FACTS

..

. Purpose

1
2
3

Army ROTC Basic Camp provides military-training to qualify
students to enroll in advanced
officer training at their college
campuses. Participation in this
training entails 110 military obligation.

I·

Location

Fort Knox Ky., 35 mites south
of Louisville.

I

Time

The Basfc Camp lasts for approximately 6 weeks. There are
several training cycles available
during the summer.

Training

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

P~y

Army History, Role & Mission
Map Reading/Land Navigation
Rifle Marksmanship
Basic Leadership Techr)iques
Physical Training/Marches
Individual & Unit Tactics
Communications
First Aid
_
i. Drill, Parades & Ceremonies
j. Military Courtesy & Traditions
Approximately $450 plus travel
expens~s.

· Room&
Board

Lodging and meals are ·provided.
Students will live ~n open bay
barracks.

Scholarships Basic Camp students may
compete for 2-year full-tuition
college scholarships.

I
I

DA.TES

19 May 80 - 26 jun 80
9 Jun 80 - 17 Jul 80
7 Jul 80 - 14 Atg 80

During your six weeks of training
this summer, you'll learn some very
basic things about the Army.
·
Weapons. Combat tactics. Drill and
ceremonies.
You'll also learn some very basic
things about yourself. Your physical
endurance. Your leadership capabil·
itie.s. Your ability to think and perform
under pressure.
You'll finish the summer with some
other basics. Discipline. Pride.'
Confidence. Basics which will be
important to you in all your future
endeavors.

A detailed Basic Camp fact sheet, film-and
specific dates are available. Contact your
Professor of MI litary Science.

.... .,. Mil•

MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY
U}'liversity of Central Florida

Orlando, Florida 32816

llMY ROTC llSIC CAMP

Chairman

MILITARY SCIENCE Department

( 30S)l75-24 30
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Knights drop two games·to Rollins, sto
The llCF baseball team dropped two of three
games to Rollins. but cam<' back to win two non- '
conference games and run their rC'c:~lrd to 19-13
overall and 4-2 in the Sunshine State Conference.
The Knights won the first of a three-game s ries
against Rollins 6-2 at Harper-Sheppard field in Winter Park. The Tars bombed UCF in the next game 121 at UCF, and the return match at .Winter park ended
in a 6-4 Rollins win in 10 innings.
UCF also knocked off Wagner 1·0-0 and the University of Baltimore 10-2.
Warren Pickett leads the Knights in hitting with a
.. 390 average. Catcher Chris Jarmuz follows with a
.345 average and Sam Natille has a .328 average.
Natille leads with number of bats (125), hits (41)
and is tied for the doubles lead (9). Center fielder Tim
Foskett' leads with runs (27), triples (3), ..and stolen
bases. ( 13). Pickett leads with homers (9) and runs
batted in (30). He is tied with Natille in the doubles
department and leads in strikeouts ( 18).
The · pitching staff is anchored by senior righthander Tim Syverson with a 4-2 record and a 2.57
ERA. Terry'Smith has a 3-2 record and a 4.59 ERA .
The Baltimore Super Bees never had a chance
against UCF Tuesday. The Knights picked up their
first run in the first inning. Foskett walked and advanarl to third wtm an \.IIN.Krei'ful pid<-dt attanpt
ended up against the ·fence. He scored on a youtake-it-I-got-it blooped single in short center. Three
Baltimore play.ers converged on the ball, and it ended
up between them all.
UCF picked up eight more runs in _the second inning. Rick Pierce starte.P things off with a single to
cen'ter. Left fielder Joe Smitelli and Jim Hakins
both walked. Then Butch Round singled Pierce home
and ad,·anced the other runners.
Two more runs scored when Foskett singled a shot
off the Baltimore shortstop's jaw. It was a hard shot
which took Round to third.
He scored on a fielders choice which sent Foskett to
third. Glenn Miller then walked, · which set up
Pickett.

Brian LaP.-ter/Futqre

UCF catcher Jim Hawkins slides into
home plate in the game against the
Pickett sent a three-run homer over the left field
fence to tie the school record for most home runs in a
season . His ninth homer ties the record set last year
by Hall Staats.
Hawkins knocked in Ricky Pierce to end the
scoring in the second inning. Pickett picked up
another RBI in the third inning when he singled in the
last UCF run.

Rock'si~best

Baltimore Super Bees, which the Knights
won 10-2.
The Knights take on Tampa tomorrow at l p.m . in
Tampa. They return home Sunday to play Siena
College at 1:30 p.m. A three-game series is scheduled
against conference foe Eckerd College Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday.
·The remainder of the schedule will be played out
this month with the exception of one game, May 3,
against Jacksonville.

VVhen Eskil's puts a special
selection of clogs on sale, you
walk away with more than
savings. Because Eskil's clogs
are anatomically-designed to
give your feet comfort and
support And the ribbed gripper pad means you'll stand
your ground even in slippery
situations.
Gift certificates available.

t_
pla)edwith

Save a
Warm 30°/o,
During Our
Spring Sale

Sale Ends
April 20.

Comfort
Just pour Comfort "
over ice, and sip it.
It's smooth. Mellow.
Delicious. No wonder
it's so popular onthe-rocks. Fantastic
solo ... great in combo
with cola, 7UP, fruit
juices, milk, too.

Dovvntovvn Orlando
Orange Avenue at Washington Street
8 5h0ps Open D•llV 10 AM 'tll g PM Sund•y Noon ' tll 5

Nothings so delicious as Comforf (R) on-the-rocks!
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 80 - 100 PROO: LIQUEUR. ST LOU!fi. MO 63132

Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity

$ Rush Party $

Proudly P~esents

Easter Bunny Hop ·
.·-;:::~~
. ·
,....

, <:.)
'

The Student Finance Association is
having a rush party. . Come meet us
and findout what we can do for you.
All Finance, Economic and General
Business majors are invited.

A Free Keg of Beer will be
given to the Fraternity of
Sorority with the best percentage of members.

A.

~

Spring
for

~

.,

Thurs. April 10, 7:30 p.m.
at Oakwood Village Apts.
Goldenrod Road ( 15-A)
50¢ donation

leU<emia

at
Park Avenue Discotheque
Monday April 7, 1980 8 P .~.

Tickets are S2 per person and will go on sale at SG Kiosk
March 31·April 7 and from Phi Delta Theta members
beginning March 14 . Door Prizes will be giuen .

I

-~ J

Beer Pooltable Snacks

Sights and Sounds
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'Subzero' rises high
by Paul Taylor

entertainment editor

"Suh Zero," Phillip Darrow's s£'con<I
album, proves to b<' mor<' than another
rock disco album.
His newly recorded version of his anthem "Burn the Disco Down" ·was
.released last year, and it has since
!become the rallying cry of the recent
1movement toward rock disco.
Included on the new album are
"Night School," "Upper Side of
Town," "Hard on Love," and "Battle
of the Bands," a satiric description of
the favorite pasttime of radio stations
and promoters.
"Kiss Don't Run"
describes the dilemma of a 16-year-old
student, making a pass ar his 3 l-yearold teacher.
Side two begins with "Broadway to
the Bridge," and "Your Girl," which
deals with jealousy of a steady girl
friend. "The Big Beat" and the title
cut "Sub Zero" wind up the second
side.
The band includes Brian Stanley on
bass, Bill Cammarota on keyboards
and Roger Murdock on drums. James
E. Monroe, saxqphone, and Katherine
Phoenix, vocal harmonies, · make
"Hard Love" one of the best cuts pn
the album.

Darrow ·was born and rais<'cl in
Dallas, Texas. HC' attC'nded high s('hool
and eollC'gC' in and around K~nsas Citv.
where he studied acting and related
arts. He spent the next seven years
working in profC'ssional thC'atN, eommNcials and print ads. He moved to
Los - Angeles in l 971 to <'xpand his
ca reC'r to television ·and films, and appeared in a variety of real-life roles, including a waiter, a truck driver, a carhop and · the usual parttime jobs
expected of a struggling actor.
While living in Hollywood, · Darrow
decided to become a musician. He
taught himself to play the guitar and
;piano, and singing seemed to follow
maturally. He started his first band
·in January 1974, calling it Killer Max.
:The group worked locally and attracted a heavy underground following,
but label interest was slight. Darrow
and lead guitar Joseph James moved to
New York City in late 1977 to re-group
and try again. On their sixth performance, Polydor's President Fred
Haayen signed Darrow to the label.
The first album entitled "Phillip

· D' Arrow," was released in June 1979.

Phillip D' Arrow

Professor presents
printn1aking /ecfure
Marko Krsman<">vic. professor of
printmaking at th<' AeadC'my of Fin<'
Arts. Belgrade. 't ugoslavia, gave' a

Movie makes farcical speculation
know about the energy crisis, world
famine , population explosion, dwincontributing writer
dling resources and that sort of thing.
But these minds, isolated in their
You wouldn't be surprised if you
Maine
enclave,
recognize
the
opened the morning paper and found
gullibility of the AmNican public and
published another nati~)nal sur_ve7
eventually decide to "get into moi·e inwhich indicates .the American public is
terC'sting material." For amusement,
a gullible lot-avowing firm belief in
thev hypnotize Simon and make him
everything from hot Ca!Hornia saunas
believe his mother is a Jewish
to outer space boogie men.
spaceship, ~nd · then "officially" an. However, if you operied the paper
nounce to the Pentagon, press and
this morning and read that the Inpromoters that Simon is a scientifically
stitute
for
Advanced Concepts,
endorsed extra terrestria I.
somewhere near Hanover, Maine, ':"as
Once the elaborate prank is set up at
conducting experiments on a i:oss1ble
the beginning of the film, Brickman's
how would you
e>xtraterrestrial,
screenplay puts Simon in ridiculous
respond? If that same institute, with ~ts
situations which poke fun at very real
authoritative s01~nding name and its
circumstances. Guns are le·.,·eled at
impressive staff of five of t~e wor~d's
everything from intellectual tripe, to
gr~atest minds, ann~unced its subject
mindless media worship, to wall outlet
was indeed an alien from an advanced
blo~ drye.rs in public restrooms. .
cmterspace civilization, would you
One of the funniest scenes in the tilm
believe it? Would it result in war? And
occurs after Simon is adopted as a
en.cl to war? Mass suicides? Perhaps a
religious figure by an idiotically
religious revival?
peaceful commune. of ,~orshipper~;
Director and screen playwright
They are followers of the Sacred Box
Marshall Brickman makes a farci<'al
and espouse a theory of creation which.
speculation about the answers to such
begins "And Milty begat Lucy, ~ho
cjuestions in his wonderfully funny
spunoff Rhoda, who spunoff Phyllis ...
film "Simon." While the surface
(Thus, are we all cancelled eventually).
pre~ise of the film focuses on an _alien
SIMON'S EGO, as one scientist
visitation, its definite emphasis is satire
describes it, "expands exponentially"
aimed at modern man's gullibility ·
as his extraterrestrial status becomes
concerning whatever is fashionable , popular among the people. He issue's a
and media-hyped. The film's title and
manifesto for a new lifestyle on earlead character are derived from the
th-one which rliminates such prac"Simon-says-and-we-follow"
public
tice's as - Hawaiian "muzac" on
syndrom, which the movie satirizes. _
elevators and force's lawyers to sC'rve a
'Alan Arkin plays Simon, a nonclient's sentence if they lose their case.
descript
assistant . professor
of
Arkin
is excC'llent as Simon,
chemistry who is catapulted into inproviding humor through timing .and
tern9tio~al fame by five sci£'ntists who
sight gags, particularly in a singlt> fivC'convinc£' Simon, as well as the rest of
minut<' segment in which ht' acts out
the world, that he is a bona-fide being
500 million VC'ars of evolution from
from out(•r space. Simon, an orphan, is
j<'llyfish to ~nan. Supporlin~ <~dor
the perfect subject for ~rn C'labora~C'
Austin PC'ndl<'ton in the role ot Dr.
prank played by five of. the worlds
Carl BC'cker. dirPdor of tlw institute.
grC'atC'st minds.
.
distinguishes himself in crazy comC'dy
THE SCIENTISTS giv(' in to an 1mwhen he plays an unl'ditl'd passionate
. puls<' WC' all sharl'-to pull onC' ovC'f on
love SC('l1C'-with a 12 ft. eomputer
a world of suckC'rs. FimrneC'il by
shapC'd like a push button telt>phone.
.. brilliant!
inrnmprf'hensiblt• go erJudy Grnubart, onE' of thos~ actressC's
nnwnt fupdini;" thC'ir Institute' ~or
evE'rvone recogn izc's but c·a n t ren1C'mAd anced Concc•pts is chartered for
i)('r i'rom where. does a fin<' job in the
the purpose of just thinking- ott
rnl(' of Simon's wife Lisa. ~ · ith ;m
by Mary Wilson

even tempered, slightly nasa·I de1ivery,
she> seems tvpecast into the role of a
pragmatic ·woman tryi.ng to bring
Simon back down to earth (so to
speak). For instance, when Simon ex- .
c itedl v declares himself a s "ThC' Yin!
ThC' Ya ng! The Wu!" Lisa responds
"Simon, when did you eat last?"
When Simon wants to lock himself in a
tank of water For at least 80 hours (to
get in to,uch with himself). Lisa calmly
states, "Simon, I dpn't want to fill out
a lot of forms."
"Simon" is a light, often ridiculous
satire aimed at the daily "petty annoyances that kill the spirit of a great
pe;ple" (i.e. politicians, Tony Mazzada and the Orchestra, people who
block intersections and nam<' their
child Moonbeam or Rain.). We laugh
at it as we laugh at oursC'lves.

slide
lecture'
on
contemporary .
Yugoslavian printmaking at UCF
April 2.
Krsrnanovic: is one of approximately
500 scholars from al:)road to visit the
UnitC'd States undC'r the Fulbright
Program this yC'ar. He is artist-inresidcneC' at Brvn Mawr and HavC'rford Coll<'ges in PC'nnsylv.ania.
HC' attended thC' AeadC'rn ~· _of ~ine
Arts in Belgrade, where' hC' studied
with the intC'rnationally-aeclaimrd
Yugoslavian
artists
ProfC'ssors
NC'dC'lijko
Bvozclenovic.',
Marko
CelC'bonovic and Milo Miluno ic: . In
I 960. hC' was awarded a British Consul
F'ellmvship. which allowed him t<~
study graphics at the. CC'ntral School of
Arts and Crafts in London under the
direction of Professor MC'rlyn Evans.
Born
in
Belgrade
in
1930', .
Krsmanovic
received
his
Frist
recognition at t.he age of 14 with the
publication of his illustrations in the
chil'dren's magazine Pioneers.
His one man shows havr spanned the
globe with pernianent collC'ctions at
major musC'ums of contemporary art
in Europe.
This lecture was made possible
through UCF's Quality Improvement
Funding program.

Pat Travers Band soars·
with 'Crash and Burn.'
by Paul Taylor
entertainment edHor

Pat Travers Band engulfs the listener
. with firev rock and roll on thC'ir i1C'w
rclC'ase "(~rash and ·Burn.·•
TravNs and his band hav(' pro1)('lkd
thC'ir wav to the ..top since' recording
thC'ir liv~ album. SC'veral of thC' nC'w
rdeases will probably g<'t as mueh FM
air play as "Boom Boom. Out Go the
Lii,?;hts." The• whole' album desC'rves atte1\tion, hut one of the high points is "ls
This Love." written bv Bob MarlC'y
with ba<.'kup vocals pro~ided by Dawn
Shahan.
.
"Crash and Burn" was r('<.'orded in
Miami betweC'n June 1979 and January
1980 and mixrd at BayshorC' Studio,
Coi:onut Gove, Fla. ThC' aJl.n11n jacket
notes that you should "turn it up
loud," and this is a piece of good adice for rock 'n' roll junki<'S.
TravC'rs wrotE' five' of the C'ight ~ongs,
inc. ludin~ the title cul "Crash and
Burn ." TravNs plays guitar and
kc'\'hoards in addition to pro idin):?;
, 1i'c;ils. He is jnined hy Mars Cowling,
h;iss: To111m\· A lclriclgC'. dru111s and
pnn1ssio11: i1 at Thrall. guitar and

v

vocals: and Michael Schrieve, percussion.
Othe-r titles of the songs on "Cr~sh
and Burn'" are: "Can't Be Right,"
"Born Under a Bad Sign," The Big
Evmt" "Love Will Make You Strong"
and "Material Eyes.''
·
With this new release from Polydor,
Pat Travers makes a· contribution to
the preservation and perpetuation of
rock 'n' roll.

Gallery shows

'Mothers'
The Creative Art Gallery will
prt-sent
an
exhibition
entitled
"Motht-rs" featuring members of the
gallery.
.
The exhibition will start on Apnl 8
and continue until May 3.
Opening nlght is Friday April · l I
from 8-10 p.m.
Gallery hours are l 1 a.m. -4 p.m .
Tuescla - through Saturday and . is
located. at 324 Park .Ave. North, WmtN Park.
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Rawls performs 't.his one for the ladies'
by Rachel Platt
sbflwrfter

t'..vrn women who probably hat<•d
Budweiser loved Lou Rawls' spring
hrl'ak performanc<' at th<' Tuppc·rwarc·
ConvPntion CmtN.
Rawls, known f<1r singing the "Budwpis<'r Song" on tPl<'vision, mad( no
S<'cn•t of the big bueks he• has mad<'
from th<'m. In fad, hc- said Wh<'n he·
was pn•s<'ntC'd with a renewal <:<>nt rad.
h<• sigm•d so hard that th<' pap<·r ripp<'cl.
Rawls opened the concert by charming the audience or, shall we· sa~ · . tlw
wonwn in the• audi<'nce·. He (k•dil'atc·d
his first number. "Lad\' Love.'' to all of

th<• 'lovrly ladi<•s' in thC' m1cliC'nC<'
Wom<'n dw<'n•d. Tlw wo11w11 S<'<'lll<'d
to dwN no maltcr what Hawl.s said or
sang. His de•<•p. rich se•xy voice• was tlw
app<'al. So Rawls ma<h• a good impr<•ssion with a major port ion of the·
pa ck<'d h< >11sl'--wome11.

;rncl c·arl~ · sc•\Tntic·s by singing "Dc•acl
Encl Strl'd.'' "Tobacco Road" and "A
Natural Man ." I le· al.so .slmv<'d th<'
pac<' many t i11ws with songs such as
"S<·nd in thl' Clowns... 1-tnv ls c·n<kd
his 01w hour sc•ssion with "You'll
N<'\·<'r Find Anotlwr Low Lik<' Mi1w."

But Rawls' charm didn't cc·asP: it .
and his IS-pi<'<'<' back-up band acrnmpainc•d him in c•ach song. Rawls sang
songs oil his most n•c·c•11t album. "Sit
Dmvn and Talk to Mc-... lie• l><•gan
singing tlw till<' cut In· sa\·ing to the
WOlll<'ll. "It's hard to li~·c· w.ith•·\·011, hut
.N.o Oil<'
lwll li\·ing wit hrnll \'Oii.
S<'<'lll<'d to Ia kc· offc·nsc· IH'Ca 11sc
e'\'N\ 'Oll<' I a 111,.rJwd .

If \'Oll likl'd his allH1ms. \"Oll ('Ot1lcln't
hav<' hPm disappointC'd ~ith th(• c:onl'e·rt. Th<' songs sounde·cl e•xad ly I h<'
sa1rn•. with mu<:h of tlw l'onvl'rsalion
on tlw ;dbums- iclc·ntil'al lo th<' <·onvnsatio11 lw us<'cl in his c·onc·<'rl. It was
clisappointing, howc•\·c·r. that lw didn't
sta~ · and sin!!; longc•r .
·

While Rawls c'lnly · made subtl<'
rrfrrrn<.'C'S to rt'ligion, his oprning act,
Rawls didn't just sing curr<'nt hits · DC'ni<'l'<' Williams. h<'ga11 th<' c·otH·NI
H<' took the audi~·ncc• back to the sixties
on a r~·ligious note'. Slw sang a small

sc·rn1<>1wt I<'-- ( ;od is a111azi11g. Anot lwr
Donnu Sumnwr or Bol'> Dyl;111't
Williams opm<'d hn ad by singing
") Found Lci,·c., .. a song from hn
"Wlwn Lm·<· Conws Calling" alb11111.
Many of t lw songs she sang l'a Ill<' from
that album. Williams, who aec·ompaim•d Johnny Mathis on albums, also
won I h<' lwart.s of tlw aucli<'IH'<' through
lwr <'Ill husiasm and ha rd work on I he•
·stag<'. r<'C'<'iving standing ov.ations for
i I.

Anoth<'r song done· hv Williams was
"Too MuC'h, Too Littl<'., Too Lal<'," a
song sh<' originally r<'corded with__ .
Mathis. Williams closC'd with a Sf'mirc•c·c·nt disrn hit. .. l'vl' Cot th<' Nc·xt
Dan<·<· ...

Award Winning musical, 'Annie' opens in Orlando
~

"Anni<'," the musical sensation
which scorC'd seven Tonv Awards inc:lucling BC'st Musil'al op~·11s in Orlando, April 8 at 8 p.m . at th<' Mayor Bob
Carr Municipal Auditorium.
Bringing the• bdovC'd c·omic-st rip
rharac:lc•rs to lif<' will bC' vdc·ran
Broadway and film star Harvey Presnell,
as billionaire industrialist · Olivc•r
"Daclch-" Warhucks: Patricia Drvli<' as
Miss ~lannigan, th<' hilarious!~' . rn<'an
orphanag<' supNvisor and 12 y<'ar-old
H.osarnw Sorr<'ntino in the• title• role.
Sandy, Annie's helov~d· canine com-

p<lllion. will hc portrSvC'd bv Moos<'.
who .studiC'd with th<' ~>rigin~d San<hfor tin· Broadwa~· 1)roduction.
.
Hounding out the company . are
Dc·horah ]<'all Templin. Michae•I Le•c·cls .
Kat IH•rine Boffa lo(', jaC'k D<'nlon and a
orph;tn.s
chorus of show-stopping
clarn·<•cl and sung l)v MC'l issa lktan C'ourt. Ellvn Cale, Pat.ti CillH'rl. Mollie•
Hall . Th~·da Stl'rnler and Stc·phanic•
Well in gs .
·
A smash hit wlwn it 01w1wcl in Apri.I
1977 at Broaclwa~' ·s Alvin Tlwat r<'.
"Anni<'" C'a11w into unanirnouslv
favorable reviews in sufficient timr t~>

wrapped up th<' yrar's hig wins.
In addition to "1-kst Musical."
Tom··s wc•n• also awarded to Dorof.h
Lo~"idon as 13est Actress in a musical i,
Thomas M<'C'han lor lkst Kook, l'OlllposC'r Charl<•s Strous<' and lyril'ist
Martin Charin for Hest SC'orc• of a
musil'al. P<'IN C<'nnaro for Rc·st
Chor<'ography. David Mitdwll as Hc•sl
Scenic Designer and Theoni V.
AlclrC'clg<' for 8C'sl Co.sll111H'.
Thr show also took the New York
Drama Critics Cin:k's 8C'sl Musical
I 97(i-77 . sevC'n Drama D<'sk and five
OutC'r Cr it it's Ci r<'lc' Awards.
Rasc•d on Harold . Cra y' s unforg<'ltahl<' C'omic strip, " Little· Orphan A1inir ," which capturC'd th<' ('Ot111trv's
h<'art through tlw 19:30's ancl 194C)'s.
"Annie"·
111arkc·cl
lh<'
t h<'at ril'al
j

.
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TRADE IN
a man's go!d High School·ring
(limit one per sale).

' CHOOSE
any Siladium (li' class ring.
(Siladium is a fine quality jewelers'
alloy guaranteed for a lifetime.)

SAVE
on a new gold College ring
with the trade-in of a man 's
gold High School ring.

ORDER NOW
Date

-

-

-

-

-

2201 E. Colonial Dr.
1115 W. Colonial Dr.
5507 W. Colonial Dr.
1919 S. Orange Ave.

-

•cUPCOUPON• •

-

•. -

6320 International Dr.
516 Altamonte Dr~
7135 S. Orange Blossom Trait
915 W. Vine St., Kissimmee -

•

ceJ

April 8 -11

UNIVERSITY
BOC)K~:;rl'()RE

producing debut of dir(•ctor-producrr
Mike· Nichols.
lnlwrC'nl in th<'
production which spoke eloquentl y
of those• d<·prc•ssion y<'ars and th<' optimistic hope for prosperity to come
ar<' such tun<'s as "Tomorrow,'' "It's a
Hard-kno<'k LHe,'' " Easv Str<'<'L"
" N.Y .C." and "Yo11'n• N~·v <'r Full~,
Dr<'ss<'d Without a Smile·."
l'<'rf o rma IH'<'S the first wc·<'k a r<'
April 8. 9 and I I at 8 p.111. : at 9 p.m.
and April I :3 al 7 p.m. : matine•c•s ar<'
April 9 ·a nd I :3 at '2 p.111. and April 12
at 4 p.m.: th<' S<'l'<>nd wc·c·k. Tuc•scl <t~·
through Friday evrnings at 8 p.m.;
Saturda.v <' ~ <'ning at 9 p.111.: matilH'('S
an· Tht;rsd;I\· and Suncla,· at 2 p.111.
and Satmda~· at 4 p.1n . . FurthC'r information is .a\'ailabk h~ · <'ailing 841714().
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Cypress Gardens hosts
bluegrass festival

Plmt of to<' lappin' and k1WC' slappin' will bC' in ordc•r as si.x top bluegrass
groups "'git on with it'' at Florida Cypn•ss Carclc•ns' Spring Bluegrass Fcsli\,tl
April 12 and 13.
Headlining the bluPgrass festival and making thPir first Florida appC'aratH'C' is
Seldom Scene, a nationally-known group from Virginia that has playC'cl al thC'
Grand Ole Oprv and al the While' House• for Prc·siclc·nt Cartc>r.
We'll-known throughout bluegrass cirdC's, Florida's Original Cracker Carl Allen
will be master of ('C'rrmonies for the two-dav <'VC'lll.
Rounding out the weekend of pickin': grinnin', and fidcllin' ar<' five w('ll
knowns, Carl Young & Th<' J:-3oggy Creek Bluegrass: ThC' BluC'grass Litt le Bits: Th<'
Blu<'grass Gospel Traiil; Jam_es Hogc-rs & the Rogers Fam ii~' and Paul Champion &
The Florida Blupgrass Boys .
Paul Champion has played with such legendary greats as Vassar Clements.,
Scotty Stoneman ·and Charlie Walls.
The lakdront blm•grass fC'stival bC'gins in th(' Garclc•ns of the World after thP 10
a.m. watN ski show daily. It is an addC'd attraction for Cyprc•ss Carclc•ns visitors at
regular admission prices.

Black Hills Passion Play ends
summer season in Lake Wales
The Black Hills "Passion Play" will
end its 28th Florida season April 13 at
the Lake Wales Ampitheater.
One of Europe's oldest productions,
th(• "Passion Play" was pNformed in
Germany in 1242 by monks at the
Cappenberg Monastery. It was pr<"sented for the first tim{' on th<' American
stage in 1932 as the LuC'nen "Passion
Plav."
·
I~ 1939 the company settled in the
Black Hills of South Dakota. Each
yC'ar during the summN months. "the
world's greatest story" is re-enacted
against
a
natural ,
realistic
background. In 1952, a sPcond amritheatrr was completed in Lak<'
Wales, where the play is presented
during the' wintN months.
Josef MC'irr, portrayN of the'
Christus, was born in LunenC'n, GNmany. He became a citizen of the
UnitPd States in 1938.
Following
many yC'ars of study and pr<'paration,
he assumed the principal rol<' in the
production and has since given more'
than 6,000 pNformanc<>s.
He is supported by a carefully
selec:tC'd cast. All principals of the
produc:tio~ are' professional membNs

of the American stage. The entire mSC'mbl(~ consists of 250 playC'rs.
Tickds range from $4.50 to $ 7 and
are available by calling (813) 6761495.

In a program of American composers,. pianist Jeffrev
S.iegel will perfom Georg£' Gershwin's immortal '"Rhapsod~·
in Blu<'" and Mac DowC'll's "Piano Concerto No. 2," tonight
and April 10 at the Mayor Bob Carr Municipal Auditorium.
Siegel recently recordC'd the' complde piano music of
GC'orge Gershwin for Vox records with the• St. Louis Symphony under the dirC'dion of L('Onard Slatkin. The~· hav<'
drawn rave reviews from, music critics throughout tlw
UnitC'd States.
Jeffrey SiC'gC'I was born in Chicago into a musical famil~ -.
Following his studies with Rudolph G~111z. Sieg<'I attC'nclC'd
Th<' J uil Iiard School where he studiC's with Rosina Lhe,·inne.

Doyoufe.e l

The rc•eipiPnt of a Fulbright Scholarship: hP also studiPd in
London with Ilona Kal)()s. While in London. a soloist ,,·ith
the London Phi.I harmonic.· became' ill and Jdfrc•\· SiegPI substitutPd ·on 36 hours notice. ·He played well and has since aprwarPd with all t-hP major British orchPstras.
Th<' Florida Symphony Orc.-hPsl ra under thP di rPdion of
Maestro Pavll• Despafj will pC'rform "Ach·cnturcs in a
~eramlmlator" . b~ · Caqwntn and "An American in Paris"
by Ger~hwin.
·
Tickets for the performance, which begin at 8:30 p.m. are
a\·a.ilablP at the Floridu S~ · mphon~· otti('C', 841-1280, and
thC' area ticket outlets.

Up a creek
without a paddle? ·
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Jeffrey Siegel joins with symphony
for George Gershwin concert

Let us guide you
into calm w~ter~

Toll Free 800-432-5249
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Developmental Center
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Counselors for:
other servi(:es
Reading Improvement
..
Study Skills
English Reviews
Math Tutors
.
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Gestalt
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~::
_J_j~ means we're not satisfied until you are.

11-0016-020

A note to our readers
As most of you know, this rag can get prC'tty drrary what with all th<' dry, uninteresting stories and the lack of any "rC'ally good writC'rs," so we' clE•eidPd to
celebrate April Fool"s Day with a little' levity.
Take the pieces in this section of the paper with a grain of salt--w<' just wanted to
have a little fun for once. If you like this papN bC'ttpr than the usual Future , WC'
might just dispense with the' "real npws" evt'ry weC'k. But don't count on it.

UCF still looking
tor search committee

by Deanna Gugel
editor In chief

UCF President Travel Airborne is currentl y conducting a S<'arch for a sC'ar<'h
committC'e to choose' the vice presidE'nt for c-oordinat<ir of nc•w positions.
Th<' new position is one of th<' 79 jobs .creatC'd withi-n UCF whC'n Airborn e
cleciclecl to reorganize the acadC'mi<: and aclmlnistrntivC' struc:turC's of the univC'rsitv .
Airbornr said the' sC'arch committPP for th<' search C'ommitll'e was being formC'd
so that the best possible applicants would bC' chosC'n for th<' rnordinator op<'ning.
"Jn thC' past, I just appointed people to be on the sC'arch committC'<'S for thC' _administrative positions," Airborne said. "But people were complaining that th<'
sC'ledions werr a 11 pol itiC'a l so I drcided thrrC' had to br a fairer wa ~' to sc'lec:t the'
.
J)('oplP to servr on thrsr committres.
"So now I just appoint people' to conduct a sC'arc:h for a committC'<' to choosC' thC'
nC'w directors," Airborne said.
"The extra red tape also helps use extra funds I had allocated for search committees. When I planned the reorganization, I allocated aoout $200,00 to be set aside
for luncheons held when committees are interviewing candidates and for travel
costs f_or prospects to be interviewed.
We had only spent $ 150,000 so I
had to com<' up with a way to get rid of the rest of th<' rnonC': so I could havC'
enough to reorganize' everything again next year."
Airborne asked Associate Vice President for AcadC'mic: Affairs Juan Boltless to
srrvr on the committee, but he said .he would not do it unlC'ss Airbornp submittc'd
written questions to him, indicating spt?cifically what hC' wantrcl to know from
<·onimittPr applicants.
·
"It won't bP too distressing a problem if I can't gd th e p<'ople 1 want to sC'r VC' on
the c:ommittre," Airhornesaid . "If I don't likC' the m embers that I c:hoosr, I alwavs
could go back and sC'lrct new propl<'. It's easy enou.gh to rrplacr 1wople who wo~ ' t
work out."
Airborn(' is expected to decide who he wants to serve on thC' rnmmittr<' by April
I 0. He said he wants to get the committee busy considering· people for the ·search
committee so the candidates for the new vice presidential position 'mav be readv as
soon after July 1 as possible.
·
·
"Our nC'wl y hirrcl dE'partmrnt hencls and othC'r administrators will bC'gin on that
offici a ll y and I want as man y people a s possible here on that datC'. " said Airborne.
" It just makC's it so much easiE'r if WC' can all get started at thC' sam<' tim e. I hate all
tho~<' long <'X planator~: meC'tings.' '.
.

-

'

SG has allocated $3 million for the new branch offices that will soon
be springing up· all over campus The offices were praised by
Executive Advisor to the Student Body President Don Jacuzzi, as
being the · best idea out of the SG since the dental aid education
program.

Police ordered by court to return fine monies
TJ;e Florida Supreme Court ruled
yesterday that UCF must return all
fines collected from parking lots paid
for by students' fees.
Justice O.L. DeFegey's concurrent
opinion said, "Students paid for the
lots in the first place. They ought to be
able to park however they please as
long as they don't totally obstruct the
free flow of traffic."
The ruling means 36,000 parking
tickets issued since l 968 will have to
be voided. "It's just an estimate," explained University Parking Committee
Chairman Dr. M.Y. Opie, who teaches
in the optics department.
USING
OPIC'S estimatt? and
average $2.50 fine, University Budget
Coordinator S.S. "Fingers" Malone
·sa she figures UCF must refund about
$1.8 .million to viol a tors.

Where w_ill the money come from?
UCF President Travel Airbourne said,
"We'll get it back from wherever it
went after it was collected."
As a result of the initial findings of
the President's Lot Fine Fund Search
Committee, demqlition crews will
begin work Monday on the parking
lots said Airbourne. He explained that
the salvaged materials would be sold
back tc.i the original contractors.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT will bt?
forced to cough up $50,522.17 to
compensate for thC' fine moniC's they
have used for parking lots Presiclt?nt
Armada Pinada said to the Senate.
SC carwash will be h~ld npxt
Sunday at Mel's Shell on the corner of
436 and Howell Branch to help obtain
some of the funds.
Efforts to lo«atr SC TrC'asurcr L.0.

Today's Fudge®
Sex
After 10 years of research, UCF Professor
Philo T. Doughtery has found th'at 99
percent of AmPricans are one sex or
another. Story, page 8.

Neshark have been unsuC'cessful. His
FROM HIS HOME at the Bithlo ·
~ed 1980 Porsche Turbo was last seen
Bargain MobilP Home Hacienda next·
vesterdav t?vt?ning northbound on 1-95
to Eddip's Catfish Stand on East Rt ..
by .Dep{1ty J.B. Hicks of the South
50, Lude said, "Like wow, m..an, this
Carolina Highway Patrol.
case has bet?n a real intense trip. It's
THE RULING which sparked the
gonna be great to get the bucks back.
furor camt? in the case of Quentin
Alfred Lucie, UCF Alumnus who filed
When asked w~at he planned to do
suit originally two yC'ars ago againstwith the refund , he asked, "Am I on
tht? campus police, tht? university, the
tape?"
Board of Regents and Governor Bob
Graham.
The Campus Police are faced with '
LudP stnncls to rC'cC'ive $23, 196 in
the task of going through the records of
rdunds for parki~g tickets issued him
parking fines collecte~ since 1968,
during his seven years as an unsome seven million of them, to deterdergraduate calculus major, said his . mint? who will receive refunds.
attonwv,J.C. Rook.
Police Chief Harry Carey said, "If
Rook. ca ll<•d thC' dPcision .. another
we bring in the entire police force and
v iclorv for tlw struggling student . staff .and work them around the clock
minor.itv, truth, justi<:C' apd my
in the files , we can have a complete
erC'dito1~s . "
n'fund list by Ma y of 1983."

Dr·u gs
Aspirin , Tums and Alka-Selt:::.er are noic
amilable in the bookstore. For th<:' inside
story about tL hy, turn to paw~ 16.

Violence
Violins are essPntial to a w ell-equipped
orclu-'stra. For more on violins and other
instrnments read the articles on page 32.

Bulletin Broad
'Guess position'
contest slated
l.JCF President Travel
Airborne
announced Monday his plans for an
upcoming name-the-new-position contest.
· According to Airborne, anyone is
allowed to enter the contest in which a
new ad111inistrative position will be
created ..
'Tm tired of always thinking up new
positions, so I thought I'd give students
a chance to participate in the fun,"
Airborne said. The winner of the contest will fill the
newly created position, to be announced May I.
"If we get a good response, I would
like to make the contest a monthlv
project. Heaven knows we have lots ~f
money for salaries," aqded Airbourne.

Scholarship dollars
up for grabs in office
~

$10 scholarship is being offered by
the Financial Aid Office to a male
zoology major at UCF.
Applicants must have a 3.87 grade
point average; ·no more, no less, and
have accumulated 129 quarter hours.
Applicants must also reside in
Bithlc~. Fla. on Junebug Road, and be
native Floridians.
·
Application deadline is May 2.

of\'\OW

Alumni goes for #32
to set new world record
UCF alumni Cy Meese has returned
to school to attempt his 32nd major,
this time in philosophy . Already the
.Guiness Book of World Records champion in the c~tegory, Meese said he
chose philosophy "so I could find
myself.
After obtaining all those
majors, I couldn't decide what the rc>al
me wanted out of life. Now maybe I'll
find out."
Meese, 38, obtained his 31 degrees
by doubling the normal I 5-hour course ·
·load each quarter for the last 10 years.

Shah to come as guest
at ISA April meeting
The exiled Shah of Iran will make a
special guest appearanc~ at the Iranian
Student Association meeting April 9 at
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Hose rooms expected
as feature for Greeks
UCF Housing Di.rector Dora Jarr
announced Tuesday that hosing
rooms will be installed in each Greek
house which will be erected soon in a
Greek Park on campus.
The idea was suggested to the Greek

UCF tennis team
member
sinks teeth
into game

INCIDENTAL MUTUAL
INSURANCE LTD~

COVERS

•Ptomaine
• Stomach Pumping
• Excessive Flatuence
• Skin Discoloration
Essential to students who eat on campus.
Call 263-1472 Today!

UCF takes·step back
as new ·classes begin

UCF will be offering new course
listings during fall quarter. Among
those offered a re:
Accounting Fashions ACC 3314explains the aesthetics behind clip-on
calculator cases, white socks and hornr.immed glasses. Recommended for
engineering majors.
Herpes and You MICRO 3142-an indepth study of the 314 strains of herpes
available to you as a student.
Modern
Atheism-REL
4666.explores the once sacrosanct area of
EJ:(amines the irrelevancy of
God.
Christ and the falseness of the spirit.
Perverse Journalism--JOUR l 01,
studies the effec;ts of porno on 18-yearold journalism students. Layout and
design discussed.
Critical Irrationality-PHIL 4182thought processes developed by the
BO's student as seen by Nietzsche and1d
Kicrkrgaard.
History of the Tire-ENGR 4567.
Studies the backg.round and development of the Firestone tire.
History of Album Cover Art-ARH
4902.
Races the genre from Bing
Crosby to Johnny Rotten.
Biology of Things-for non-majors
only. Examines all kinds ot ooky,
squiggly things that live' under rocks.
History of Swiss Chrrse HIS 6006examines risf.' and fall of thr overall
popularity of cheesP on the American
Ham Sandwich.
..
Modern Druids REL 4354
study of both Orthodox and Reformrd
Dniids.
Psychology of Dogs PSY I 020-topics
·inc:ludr working dogs, pupbearing and
· rC'aring, sex diffrrrncPs and cognition.
Advancc>d TNrorism and thp Taking
of LivC's POLY 4868-compares the dif- ferent ways to take hostages and terrify
embassy <'mployC'es.
Plague, Famine' and Death ENC
231 1- rxperimPnts in starvation and
qui('k weight loss. SturliC's popular
wa> · ~ to die'.

_Brian LaPeter/Sports Illustrated

FOOD INSURANCE

CUL.L-

Housing Committee by the Panhellenic
the new camel lot behind the library,
behind the construction s'ite across
and Interfraternity Council presidents
Lake Claire, some~here in the ~oods .. · who got together to brainstorm the
The idea was supported
idea.
The shah agreed to leave his deathunanimously by all sororities and
bed in Cairo, Egypt to fly' to Orlando
fraternities at UCF ..
for the occasion.
'
"It was agreed that the hosing rooms
According to a shah aide, "Reza felt
wHI establish closer relationships bethe could iron out the unfounded
ween all Greek organizations," said
wrinkles in his as yet untarnished
reputation."
Jarr.
One Iranian student said "We (the
ISA) have several interesting events for
the Shah to participate in."
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Class offers new method of revenge
,.

.

At the age of 25,678, Pteor-nubis is UCF's oldest faculty
nwml><'r. H<' says h<' does understand today's student. ·"I
tlaff writer
n•nwmbPr my Basic Sorcery professor at Hyboria Tech.
Ever wish you could turn that l'<'rtain sonwon(' vou hat<' Thoth-Amon ... a gn·at wizard, hut too pushv. That turns so
into a low<'r. organism? Next . quarter you'll h<'. ahl<' to,
many promising magi off of the Black arts ... they usuai'ly
l><'('anw a<.·countants."
thanks to th<' Philosophy D<'partmmt.
Th<' c.:lass, PHI 498 7, or "BC'ttC'r Living Through Sor('<'rY,"
PtPor-nubis says h<' is a stiff grader, however. "There are
is hC'ing taught by Ptc>or-nuhis, a nC'weomer to th<• fan;lty
c<·rtain simple' incantations, potions, and curses vou'll need
who is WC'll-v<'rs<'d in th~ suhjC'et. H<' says hC' fP<'ls that it
to know in ord<'r to get a C," he stressed. "Dilige"nt scholars
can bC' not onlv intn<'sting for th<' avC'rag<' studmt, hut usd'ul · should .be able' to gC't an A grade simply by manipulating my
as well. "As this is just a surv<'y cours<'. W<' don't hav<' · <·onseious1wss."
enough time to gC't into ne<'romacy, time travel, or invoking
Thc·n· an• as y<'t no plans for a d<'gree program in sorcc>ry.
demons," Ptc>or-nubis ('aulion<'<L "but hard-working stud- Hut. hu1wh<•d ovPr a strang<.'1y stt•aming cauldron, Pteorents should h<' ahl<' to warp r<'ality. indu<'<' mass hypnos'is. and nubis <·omm<'nted, 'Tm working on it.:'
.
. do card tricks."

by Luigi V;ercotti

Pinada's fingers found
in UCF slush fund scandal
by Rhonda Voo
tlatf writer

Studen.t Body President Armada Pinada was
impeached Tuesday by the Student Senate, after a
$40,000 slush fund he had secretly controlled for
the pa..t year was uncovered.
The slush fund was allegedly used by Pinada to
bribe UCF President · Travel Airbourne into
passing Pinada's Moped and Minibike Trail
Legislation for the unin•rsity campus.
"There is no truth to this rumor, and they can't
impeach me. I just had my office recarpeted and
new chandeliers hung," Pinada stated as he left
the senate meeting. "If they try to make me leave
office. they'll have to forcibly remove me and my
new ('a rpet."
.
The slush fund was revealed when Airbourne
and his assistants were photographed while acC('pting a . brown hag containing many $I 000
bills.
According to Campus Polic(' Chief Harry
Carev, "Several checks for exorbitant amounts
of m.on('y werr also made out to SC Executive'
Branch ;nemh<.'r for 'sNv_ices rmdrred.' Wr've

surmisC'd this was to keep them qui<'t. ··
Pinacla's MopC'd Trail bill, vot<'d down
unanimously by the senatt', allocated $300,000 to
construct trails through the• dorms, cafC't<'ria and
classroom buildings.
Pinacla said , "It's a grrat idC'a. I'm so C'Xt'itC'd.
Think how fast pC'opl£' could gd to class, and WC'
wouldn't n<'rcl desks. Students ('ould drive right
into class and write' on thC'ir handldntrs."
An anonymous sourc<' statrcl that "Pinada paid
Airbournr to form a Moped Trail Evaluation
Committee, and them staffrd it with his own
prop It'." )
"The senate' agreed to abiclE.' by thC' committ~e·s
decision, and got stuck when they (the committee .
members) rC'com mE.'ndC'd the t ra i Is,'· the sourer
added.
Airbourne has dE.'nied al I accusations and was
cleared of any and all chargC's by the rvaluation
committee that doublrd as a jurv .
"Why would I approve' th <~t ,;iE.'ce of lq:?;islation
anyway. I don't ev<.'n own a mopC'd, lrt alone' a
minibike," said Airbournr as hr s1JC'd away on his
Ha rlC'v-Davidson.

Missing Link

,They're MADDD!
Every last one of them
by Sunshine Free Love
•taff writer

Last week the UCF Debate Society ·
sponsored the appearance of Mrs. Lotta Bull, a formerly nondescript
housewife who recently achieved
national recognition as the newly e1ectecl director of MADDD!-Mothers
Against Darwinism, Dribble and
Damnation.
Bull spoke on the topic of
"Separation of Church and State:
Should It Apply To Our Curriculum :
or Is It Just A Zoning Law?"
Pounding hC'r fist on the podium,
Bull argued that pub Iic schools are
denying children access to the truth by
teaching _that man evolved from apes,

Fudge
Presents

rath er than the theory of divmC'
creation.
Pounding he~ fist on an
atheist heckler, Bull insisted "Man · is
too civilized a creature to be d~scended
from brute animals! '
Bull's
organization
has
been
criticized by church prC'iates and
theologians as an extremist "fringe
group" with little p.ower since it broke
from th(' Parent-T('acher Association in
the late l 970's. While associated with
thc> PTA, Bull and h<>r supporters were
instrumental is pushing through . its mclorsC'ment of "Little House On The
Prairie" and "LavC'rne and Shirley" as
··inspirrd sniptwrifing," and its. condemnation of Salinger's Catcher In
The RyP as "dege1wratr, pervNs(',

Brian LaPeter/Llfe

This man is the outcome of an exciting UCF biology
experiment. The experiment was funded by the
federal government. It was designed to prove that
human life could indeed spring from a c~refully
monitored petri dish. His major? Business Administration.
degrading, nasty, vile and possibly
communist inspired bathroom wall
scribbling."
Bull admits that without the PTA 's
support, her organization no longer
has a strong power base. She> explained
that her · universitv appC'aranc('s arc>
designed to "gd . students as upset
about this issue as thE.' campus building
burnC'rs of the Vieh1an1 era did in the
sixties." Bull, speaking in front of the
UCF Librarv, expr<'ssC'd regrC't that it
was so elosr. to water.
Bull's six childrt>n ap1wared with her

explaining their personal opinions of
non!';ectarian education. Beauford, her
elckst and a TV wrestler in "Mobile'~
Bone-Crushc>r Bonanza" said, "Ah
remember mah first grade school
teacher savin' we> started out as a fish
ancl then ~volved past the go-rilla. Ah
never evolvc>d pasfno go-rilla!"
Bull will be pr\senting MADDD's
views nationwide on the "Phil
Donahue Show" nc>xt Mondav.
"I
think I'll be appc>aring as part of a
double-bill with someone named 'The
Grand Illustrious Dragon of the> Order
of the Ass," Bull said.

UCF's J.8-Wheel·ShoW !
Come see the ·1atest in JS-wheel trucks
Saturday June J~, .1999

On the Village Green
next to the postal unit .

Every student should have one!
Cummings
Detroit deisel

Mack
Peterbilt
International Harvester
Kenworth
and many others
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April 4, 1980

Future editor given inside information on paper
Once in a while, people call the Future office to as·k us-how we do
things. So give you a:i inside look at how decisions are made and
the people who make them. Future editor Deanna Gugel conducted
this candid interview with herself.
.

Q.
A.

A.

Q.
A.

Q.
.A.

Q.

A.

scream at us, yve write their name on a list. We also keep track
of things we hear about on campus that we really like or dislike.
Then each Monday, we get together and yell at each other until
we can't yell any more. The person who is still shouting his
compl.aint at the end o.f the meeting is the winner. We write the
editorial the way he or she.Wants to.
I see. You said you make a list of things you like and dislike, but
I've never seen any editorials in your paper praising anything.
\Vhy is that?
It's easy. After screaming and yelling at one another like that no
one is in a good mood. We don't have a good word to say about

Does it take any special qualifications to be editor of the Future?
No, not really. As editor, I really only have to understand the Q.
w~rkings of the entire university and take 716 phone calls every
Fnday from ranting, ravii:ig people without losing my temper. I
have a lot of help from my 30-person staff that I ·pay the high A.
salary of 25 cents an hou,r.
·
~nyone .
I notice that during the past year, you have had three managing
As
the editor you must have more to say than anyone else on the
editors. Isn't that a little unusual and why have the other two Q.
.
Editorial Board.
resigned? .
not
really.
The
person
with
the
most
influence
is Norman.
No,
Well, it is a little unusual for us to have ~ore than one or two A.
You
mean
the
armadillo?
~anaging editors during the year.· My staff tells me I'm im- :Q.
possible to work for . I mean I ask my reporters to write stories A. Yeah, he's kind of the . strong silent type. His personality is
reflected in every issue we print.
and corrections for stories· that they make mistakes on. And I ~
heard a lot of rumors that the Future loves to criticize
We've
even make my editors write out story assignments.
Q.
Student
Government. Is that true?
.
Why did you want to be the editor of the Future?
That's an easy one. I. didn't have anything else to do .· It's very A. No, Student Government is fine. We just like to criticize the
people in it.
.
.
easy to stay up all night once a week and work. I just love .
Earlier
in
the
year,
the
Future
received
a
lot
of
criticism
from
Fridays when everyone calls tb complain because then I know Q.
s?me persons for running the See~s and stems head Shop adverthey read the paper.
tisement. Why did your staff decide to continue running the ad
You mean it doesn't bother you when thev yell at you?
anyway?
Not at _all. It's one of the only pleasures I get out of the job .
Let's talk a littl~ about your editorials. How do you ·decide what A· It's part of the journalis_tic goal to expose poor harmless
Americans to only the dredge of life. All of us have learned that
y~m're going to write about every week?
we
should report only the negative aspects of life. My staffers all
That's one of the more complicated things we do. Each week we
want
to work for Rolling Stone after they graduate.
post a sign at the door and instead of yelling at people who
Q. Who do you think will be next year's editor?
year. We all owe him our eternal unA. Right now we're not sure. Norman may be taking over, but he
dying gratitude.
hasn't d~clared candidacy yet.
·

Pinada thanks
himself for job
as president
STOP likes
insect in food

Armada Pinada

Editor:

I would like to take this opportunity
to pcrso.nally sa.y "thank you" to Armada Pinada, our outstanding Student
Body President this year. I think he
has done an . inc~ecliblt- job this year
and has pulled this student body
togt-thrr again .
It's a shame he can't
se~ve another
.
.

Editor:
We al STOP would like to offer our
sincere and heartfelt apologies to
SAGA. All of our previous letters were
the work of sickos. We love eating at
the Knight's Den.
Nothing goes as good with your
jumbo and fries than a couple of insects.
STOP

Sticks 'N' Stones ·
Yo~r local Earth

shop!

ANNOUNCING !
RESERVATIONS .
NOW BEING TAKEN FOR

Get the latest in

Geology Paraphenalia !
.

.

PARKING
SPACES
Act now • Only a few
paved spaces still left. Discount rates
available for parking in ~partment
complex.lots across f~om UCF

• Und~ground pipeline finders
• Maps, gieger counters
•Quality rocks: quartz, mica, granite, · &
t~e really heavy lead boulders
Look for tlie new book:

Natural_Resources & You
by Rock E. Terrain
Notice:
Only you can change the la~s.
W ritt.: your congressman.
Legalize Geology!
Remember, stones are everywhere!

